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Soviets down South Korean airliner
By Lee Byrd
Of the ASloda&ed Presa

'Daily 'Egyptian
Southern Rlinois University
Friday. September 2. 1983, Vol. 69, No.10

---------in9Focus-----------

The United States said
Thursday a missile fired by a
Soviet fighter pilot destroyer. a
South Korean 747 jumbo jet,
killing all ab'l8rd, when the
commercial airliner strayed
over Kremlin defense outposts
on islands near Japan. The
estimated 265 victims includ116
Rep. Larry McDonald, D-G"
and at least 30 other Americam,
the government said.
President
Reagan,
in
California, rt~ister!!d his
"disg.JSt that the entire world
feels at the harbarity of the
Soviet government in shooting
down an unarmed plane."
"Words can scarcely express
our revulsion at this horrifying
;oct of violence." said Reagan.
Secretary of State George P.
Shultz declared there is "no
excuse whatever for this appalling act." and the State
~partment branded an ac·
count forwarded by Soviet
Foreign Minister
Andrei
Gromyko
as
"totally
inadequate" - because it
neither acknowledge<! that the
plane had been bl()wn from the
skies Wednesday nor accepted
any responsibility.
Department spok~man J(lhn
Hughes said late Thursday
there were "30 plus" ....mericans
on Korean Air Lines Flight 7,
inclu;1ing McDonald, and there
were no survivors. He said the
United States would join South
Kor~a
in asking ior an
emergency meeting of the U.N.

Security Council on Friday "to
air what is a heinous action on
the part of the Soviet Union."
The jumbo jet was in Soviet
airspace above Sakhalin, an
island military outpost whose
southernmost tip is within 100
miles of Japan. U.S. officials
said.
A heat·seeking missile. called
an Anad, was fired from an SU15. a 1960s-vintage interceptor
~nd one of eight fighters which
tracked the airliner, according
to Pentagon intelligenc~
sources who asked that they ;JOt
be identified. The Soviets have a
fighter base on Sakhalin, a
mountainous island 20 miles
from the Soviet Union's east
coast.
Presidential spokesman
Larry Speakf's saId Reagan
would cut short hi:; California
vacallOn and return to
Washington on Saturday, two
days early. to meet with his
advisers over the Soviet action
and events In the Mideast.
The KAL jumbo jet was blown
from the skies at 2:26 p.m. EDT
Wednesday. U.S. officials said.
The flight originated in New
York. had refueled in Anct>arage. Alaska. and was about
1.000 miles from its destination.
Seoul. when it was shot down.
The Soviet pilot was close
enough to see the airliner, and
the Soviets had tracked it for 2'2
hours - ample opportunity t()
know it was a civilian flight.
offIcials said. At first, defense
officials said the plane which
J
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Simon calls attack by
Soviets 'irresponsible'
By John Schrag
Starr Writer

Staff PhoCo by Scott Shaw
Logan Chronis&er, 5 months old., poses with his
friend R08t:oe the monkey. Logan is the Ik.'l! of
Arvel and Sue Chronis&er. R08t:Ge is the pet 01 Jim

Nash, owner 01 Nash'.' World of WUdlife.

For
more pictures and I story, see Fons on Page 5.

Police warn against dangers
eon.neeted with 'Assassin' game
By Jennifer Phillips
Wr}&er

Assassins'is played with fake
trigger, 'Jut how long do you
weapons, such as rubber dart hesitate?" said SIU-C Security
guns, rubbet knivp!; and squirt Director Robert Harris.
"I can understand where they
To some J>e«'ple. Assassins is guns.
just a simple cnllege game
Each player has a contract to would find it a fun game," he
which provides a little ex- assassinate another player and said, "but we're supposed to
protect .• tudents. 1 have been i'l
citement amid the drudgery of must seek that person out
"kill" bim and take his con: a shooting situation and it's
school work.
For SIU-e Security and the tract. All the whUe, another scary. "
H 2 citizen calls the police and
Carbondale police, lwwever, it '5 p~yer is looting io.: :assass~nate
a potentially dangerous game him. The process continues reports seeing a person with a
which they would prefer isn't until two players are left with gun and it turns out to be an
contracts on each other.
Assassin partiCipant with a
played on campll'l or off.
"Fake weapons could be dart gun, the player can be
Two SIU-e students, Tun
Murphy and Tom ,Joerger, both mistaken for real w.:<:;:'Ons, arrested for disorderly conduct,
according to Tom McNamara,
of 600 W. Mill St., are organizing especially in partially -lighted
a game to begin &-pt 10. But areas," Carbondale police said. Carbondale police spokesman.
"This
could
cause
citizens
to
Harris said his offic'!l"S have
police are trying tv discourage
participation by threatening react violently or induce a been instructed that i1 i.~ ~
possible "1T.est-·fm- dis9Fderly- -police officer· to consider the -som~1Hf p~~g Die game. to
conduct and references to SIU-e lawfui use of extreme force." COnfISCate their dart gun and
The police departments' bring them to the pollce station,
Student Life, which handles
disciplinary measures for concern olver the game stems
a ",port will be written
partly from an incident which and turneri over to Student Life.
st·Jdents.
hap'pened Dec .5, .1982...at.. MUJ""'.,tly a~d Joerg~r atree-·
califorri"ioiState University at that the game has potential
wng Beach.
.
dangers but say the polk"! are
A sophomore,
Michael "overreacting."
Reagan, was shot twice by' a
"I've told all the players to be
police officer with a .38-caliber wa~ .J~ ~w they assassinate
revolver when Reagan ap- their ViCtimS and to conceal
peared to point what turned out w('apons until ready to
to be a toy M·16 semi·automatic assassinate." Murphy said.
rifle at h!ffl.
'I'hey sa::' !he game will go on.
Reagan and aoother student in spite of pressure by
were pluying "Killer," also authorities to squelch it.
"We understand they're
Gat I.Y' ., you're going to known as Ass.'1SSin.
"A police otflcer is trained to trying to look out [or everyone's
make like Agent 107, don't I.Y
"b.Dg" - It '!lo:l!~. cops !.ISe his gUll and you want him to welfare," Murphy said. "But
he s',;re before he pulls the it's Just a simple college game."
awfiill,. edgy.
S~ff

""'.ere

U.S. Rep. Paul Simon voiced
his protest Thursday about the
apparent Soviet attack on a
South Korean airliner which
strayed into Soviet territory.
Speaking at a press briefing
held on the porch of his
Makanda home, Simon commended Secretary of State
George Shultz and President
Reagan for their respunse to the
incident and expressed hope
that the matter could be settled
without "further loss of life."
Simon, D-22nd District, called
the attack on the commerical
plane "irresponsible. " saying
that
unintentional
en·
croachments of air space are
common occurences.
"Accidental violation of air
space does not justify shooting
down a plane," he said.
Simon, a candjdate for the
U.S. Senate, said he doe. IJUl

support the recommendations
being made by some poople that
the United States retaliate
against the Soviets through
milita.-y action or economic
sanctions.
Noting that "today we have
the ability to literally destroy
civilization." Simon said the
danger in situations like this is
that
people
will
react
emotionally, bring about an
escallation in tensions and
military action.
"We have to be tough," he
said. "but we don't want to do
anything that might provoke
further loss of life."
Simon ;;aid he hopes that tIk:
orders to shoot down the plane
came from a Jow-ranking Soviet
military officer and not a leader
of the Soviet government. But
regardless of where the ~rs
originated, Simon said the
Soviet government owes the
world an explanation

Doherty's death ruled
accidental, police say
By JemrHer PhilUps
..Staff

W~._

After a month-long investigation, C8rbondale police
said Thursday they have
determined that Daniel J.
Dolferty ITl:fied July' 20 from a
gunshot wound accidentally
inflicted by another person.
''The investigation has been
developed to determine that he
was accidentally shot by a
friend wtLile the two were
handling guru; in the trailer" at
905 E. Park St., police said.
The police did not identify
which onE of the two men who
were with Doherty had caused
the shooting and did 00\ disclose
what led to 1M conclusion that it
was aC"identai.
Polict' previously h..,-.i said the

gunsnot WOUJ](J appeared to
. have been self-inflicted. A
coroner's jury ruled that the
death was a homicide.
The two men are Erick Prown
and Dennis R. Jones, both of
Carbondale, according to an
inquest.
The name of the person involved will not be released until
Jackson County State's Atto:-!l~V Joh!! Clemons has
reviewed all facts about the
case and decided tf any charges
will be filed.
"ones, ..u. IS a senior in
tc:eh.nical careers at SIU-C,
ac.'!Ording to the Office of Admiosions and Records. No information was available 00

:see DOHERTY, Pale 3

Fir8t football ganle Sept. 10;
stadillDl safety still unknown
By Anne Flasza
Staff Writer

With the Salultis' first htlme
football game less than two
weeks away. the structural
safety of McAndrew Stadium is
still not known.
University administrators
have
received
Hanson
Engineering's preliminary
report, but reportedly intend to
3tudy it and wait for Hanson's
recommendation before announdng any action.
According
to
Eugene
Wilkinson, executive vice
president
of
Hanson
Engineering, the report left
Springfield on a University
plane ~ednes~y ,at. 3: 30 p,m.
Wilkmson said It IS a "prefinal" report that he expects to
be reviewed and returned
before a final report is drawn
up. He said he could not
estimate when the final report
would be finished.
rhrpnl'P Dougherty. vice

r---~qyews Roundup--.
Begin '• • uccessor nominated
TEL'AVlVTAP) - Foreign Minister Yito.hak Shamir, a
former guerrilla leader and secret ager.t, won his Party's
nomination Thursday to succeed outgoing Prime Minister
Menachem Begin, Israel Radio reported. Shamir was elected
by a majority of his Herut Party's central committee.
Shamir defeated Deputy Premier David Levy by 437 votes to
302, election chairman Yohanan Vinitzky announced. There
were seven void votes.

president for campus services. opener is not known lit this time.
said he expects the report to be
In 1979 police reported visible
distributed to University ad- movement oHhe support beams
ministrators most directly during a football game on Nov.
involved with siadium safety 3. Following that incident, Wiss,
and use.
Janney, Eistner and Associatu;
"We won't know what we'll do Inc.,
a
consulting
and
with it until we see what it engineerinlJ firm from Norsays," Douldterty said.
thbrook, conducted a study. The
He added that the University
r,lane that. carried the report
was not sent to ,Pick it up, it had were needed.
bet"ll in Springtleld at the time.
In September 1981 a reJl(Jrt
University officials had hoped from Engineers Collaborative,
to receive the report, which is the firm which built the ea'!t
part of the $23,000 study, by stands in 1975, said the stands
mid-.",ugust and have any were safe. These findings were
needed work done before the confirmed by faculty members
first home football game.
from the School of Technology.
Bruce Swinburne, vice
However, William E. Brower
president for student affairs, Jr., associate professor in
said earlier this year that engineering and mechanics and
games wou1d not be played in materials, said earlier this year
McAndrew unless the stands
~a,\~~: t.~n~=:d~th:~~~
were considered safe.
AccordinL to S~nhurne, a stadium cou1d collapse under
news conference Will probably . the stress created by a capacity
be called within a week or two. crowd jumping up and down in
The status of the Sept. 10 home unison.

Militia accused of killing villagers
BEIRUT (AP) - The rightist-eontrolled Voice of Lebanon
radio today charged that leftist Druse militiamen "butchered" 40 Christian villagers in retaliation for a Lebanese
army sweep of Moslem Shiite and Druse militia strongholds in
west Beirut.
The allegation came as the Lebanese army mopped up
scattered pockets of.militia ~istance in west Beirut after the
sweep, which the g(lvernment viewed as a crucial test o! its
strength.

=~:~~atW~~~~~~diO:

Murderer to face gas chamber
PARCHMAN, Miss, (AP) - Jimmy Lee Gray, convicted of
raping, sodomizing and suffocating a 3-year-i)ld girl, waited
~ursday to die in Mississippi's gas chamber P..l8t after
midnight, having lost a last-ditch appeal to the nation's
highest court.
The U.S. SUpreme Court refU8'!d in a 6-3 decision to stop
Gray's execution, apparently dashing his last hope to avoid
stepping into the stainlel'lS steel death chamber at 12:01 a.m.
Friday.

Fee increases possible to meet

Warlord threatens U.S.

bu~etneeds,Swinburnesays
B.v Dan Devine
Staff Writer

Fee increases are coming
next year . but the University
will try to hold them to less than
5 percent, Bruce Swinburne,
vIce president for student affairs, said Wednesday.
Swinburne
briefed
the
Graduate and Professional
Students Council on impending
proposals for fee increases. but
said only one was definite - a 3.3
percent boost in the revenue
bond fee, :;Jding $6.60 to the
present $52.80 that students are
assessed to retire bonds on the
Student Center and residence
halls.
Any fee increases will go
before the SIU Board of
Trustees in November and
December and Swinburne said
he will know what the proposals
will be by early October at the
latest. !ie said he would like to
!"!-:-!!! ree hikes below 5 percent
"if we could." SIU-C fees were
it. creased less than 4 percent
last year, he said.
Swinburne reite.ated his
support of a $2 iee that would go
into a: repair, modernization
and maintenance fund for sn T-C

2thletics facilities, siJch as the budgel !:>y using residual money
Arena, McAndrew SUldium, the in the Rec center's reserve, but
softball and field hockey fields that that money was running
al~d Davies Gym.
out. Ann Greeley, GPSC
• 'OIl:!'
facHities
are president, met with S;.vinburne
deteriQri!ting," he said, noting before the meeting and said that
especially that the astroturf at her understanding was that a
McAndrew Stadiw:'} had to be Rec Center fee hike wowd not
replaced.
come this year.
Swinburne said he will
In the area of housing,
propose a small hike in the
student activity fee to support Swinburne poil"ted oul. mat SlUthe student attorney program. e was the only st.'!I" university
He suggested the part that goes that did not raise housing costs
to the student attorney may rise last year and said "they've got
from $1.75 to $2, with all to go up."
students paying the entire
Swinburne skirted the issue of
payment. In the past, part-time an athletics fee hike larger than
students did not pay the full the pro~ $2 inr!'t:ase for a
repair lund. A larger increase
amount.
Fee increases for the Health has been the subject of
Service, the Rec Center and th,~ speculation in light of, a,n
student housing rate may also athletics department defiCit
be introduced, but Swinburne that could run as high as
did not have lIpecific amounts $400,000 in fiscal year 1985.
Instead Swinburne said the
Wednesday.
A $3 user fee for Health administration was moving
closer to hiring a full-time fundCent~r use was introduced last
year, but Swinburne said that raiser to bring in money for
more money was still needed athletics. At a meeting with
because health costs were in- men's athletic director Lew
creasing at twice the rate of Hartzog and women's athletic
director Charlotte West,
inflation.
- "-:wml)urne said the Rec Swinbrune said a fund-raiser
center wa~ still balancing its was seriously considered.

~Varines

BEIRUT (APJ - Druse warlord Walid Jumblatt tJireiltened
Thursday to alt4ck the U.S. Marines as the Lebanese army
mopped up Druse and Shiite Moslem resistance in west Beirut.
President neagan ordered 1,600 more Marines to Lebane5e
waters to back up the 1,200 Marines ashore.
Both Jumblatt and N'lbih Berri, head of the Shiite Moslems'
Amal militia, accus~ the Marines of siding with t.'1e
Cbristian~ominated Lebanese army.

Immigrant disappointed by checl'
CHICAGO (AP)'-=-, A part-time grocery b.'lgger who came to
this country from Romania "to seek a bettl:f life" has found

the American way taxing. He received a paycheck of 1 cent,
all that was left after deductions.
"I hoped that here I will find justice," said Titus Tomescu
17, who came to the United States with his parents a year ago.
Tomescu, an honor student beginning his senior year at
Lakeview High School, still has hope, although the paycheck
he received this week shook him up a little.
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fired the milSSLle was a MiG 23 one of the Soviet Union's best
and fastest fighters. Later,
however. the} said it appeared
to have been an SU-15, codenamed Flagon.
Intelligence sources said the
Soviets have about 35 SU-lSS
and 34) MiG 23s based at
Sakhalin.
The Kremlin's first public
comment was an anemic Tass
story which said the South
Korean plane "has been lost,"
and made no mention of a
military attack. Later, Tass
changed its story to say that .an
"unidentified aircraft" twIce
violated Soviet airspace over
Sakhalin and that Soviet fights
"were sent aloft" to try to help
it land. The plane ignored
"signals and warnings," Tass
said. ther H('nnti",IM its flight

in the direction of the Sea of
Japan." Again, the account said
nothing of the plane being shot
down.
..
Whatever the SoVIet motIve,
said presidential spokesman
Larry Speakes, "There are no
circumstances that can justify
the unprecedented attack on an
unarmed civilian aircraft."
~n New Yo~k, U.S. officials
saId the Uruted States was
"very, very adively considering" cam~g for action .on
the matter by the U.N. Secunty
Council. That could hardly
prove ~ore than a ~estur~ of
form, SInce the SoVIet Umon,
like the United States, has veto
power over the council

Rea will not seek Simon's seat
By Karen Torry
Staff Writer

Sktte Rep. James Rea, D117th District, said Wednesday
he will run for a fourth term in
the General Assembly rather
than seek the U.S. House seat
Paul Simon will vacate to run
for the U.S. Senate.
"Southern III~nois needs
leadership in state government
and 1 can provide that
leadership." Mid Rea, who
added that he made his dectsion
despite receiving enough
financial pledges to assure him
that he could finance a
congressional campaign.
"This has not been an easy
Shultz agreed, saying the decision by any means. I feel
United States views the deed very confident that I can win the
"with revulsion."
congressional seat," com-

mented Rea, who said he may
run for Congress in the future.
Rea noted that Southern
Illinois will lose two veteran
state legislators next year when
State Sen. Kenneth Buzbee, D51Jth District, becomes a candidate for Simon's post and
State Rep. Ralph Dunn, R-1l5th
District, will try to take over
Buzbf>f"s job.

Rea said he would be in- DOHERTY from
t
~r:~at:~ ti:ketsJ: s~~ew~: Page 1

office in 1986. He said Illinois
Attorney General Neil Hartigan. expected to run for
governor. "hInted" at that
possibility when Hartigan attended a recent fund-raiser for
Rea.

Professors' views differ on Soviet action
By Charles Victor
Staff Writer

An SIU-C expert (]T the Soviet
government said the oowning of
the South Korean airliner was
"totally unjustified."
A history professor called the
Soviet action "a shocking
violation."
A political science professor,
however, cautioned that it
might have been a mistake. a
tragic result cf a mixup in
communications.
lkua Chou. a professor in ~"e
Political Science Department.
.,trongly condemned the Soviet
action.
"The Soviet Union is totally
unjustified,' he said. "This
form of adion is unwarranted
and should be stopped."
Chou. who teaches courses on
international relations and the
~viet government. said he is
particularly disturbed by the
f~ct that it appears that thf'

Soviet Union was aware that it
was a civilian plane.
"They could ha ve done
anything else except shoot it
down." he said. "The Soviets
should bear full responsibility
for what has happened and the
whole world should deplore it."
Edward Q'Day. assistant
profess'Jr in the Histo!",
DepartlItent, called it a
shocking act.
"It is a shocking violation of
basic human rights and if the
Soviets were aware it was a
civilian plane as the news
reports say. it makes it all the
more shocking." he said .
O'Day also said that the incident makes it "a dangerous
time in international affairs and
really difficult for detente."
Leland Stauber, who has
taught Soviet foreign policy
since 1966, cautioned against
jumping to conclusions too
quickly.
"I would be surprised if they

deliberately shot it down," he
said. "1 would look for some
mistake perhaps within the
lower echelon of the Soviet
military command.
"There is also the question of
a possible fanguage barrier
be~wt: '0 the Soviet and Korean
pilC'ts.·' he remarked.
~tauber said that South Korea
has no diplomatic relations with
the Soviet Union and the at·
mosphere between the two
countries has always been
strained.
"The Russians therefore may
want to be a little nasty with the
South Koreans but I don't think
they would go so far." he said.
"At that time tt-.y made a
Chou also raised some larger
issues surrounding the incident.
"This shows the lack of wellestablished procedures
regarding straying civilian
aircraft," he said. "CO'll'
mercial aircraft can fly
anywhere over the non·

Rea's
re-elertion
announcement leaves Buzbr.!e as
the only aruiounced Democratic
candidate for the 22nd District
congressional seat, but Rea said
former State Rep. Bill O'Daniel
of Mount Vernon and Benton
Township Supervisor Joe
Browninl$ are both interested.
Rea declined to give his support
to any candidate.

communist world but the Sovi~t
Union and other communist
countMes for that matter are
very sensitive about their air
space."
Chou also said that two things
should happen as a result of the
incident.
First, he said, there should be
a general condemnation of the
act by the United Nations.
"This is not something for the
United States to go into alore.
The matter should brought up
before the world body."
Next, he said, serious consideration should be given to
esta blishing procedures tha t
would govern future air space
,iolations.
"We could sign treaties with
communist countries to protect
civilian aircraft. especially
when they accioently stray into
their airspace," he said.
O'Day also said that the
matter should be taken up with
the United Nations.

Brown, who is reportedly in hh
early 305.
Doherty had been shot once in
the face with a .3Ik:aliber
revolver.
Brown and Jones told police
the three had been drinking
heavily. A test of Doherty's
blood showed .206 percent
alcohol level, according to
testimony at the inquest.
The two men originally said
the three were sitting in the
living room of the trailer
discussing death when Doherty
declared he was not afraid of
death and ran from the room.
The two said they then heard a
shot and discovered Doherty
lYing on the floor of a bedroom
with a gunshot wound in. the
head
The former SIU-C student's
parents. Daniel and Virginia
Doherty of Marion. have been
sk~ptical of investigators' belief
that their son had shot himself.
A coroner's jury ruled the death
a homicide at an Aug. 5 inquest.
''I'm very happy." Doherty
said of the new development. "I
said all along that my son did
not shoot himsP\f '
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What's there to gain
in athletics fee boost?
n MUST HAVE been an awkward time.
BNce Swinburne. vice president fo. student affairs, surely got no
satisfaction from telling the Graduate and Professional
Student COWlcil on Wednesday that three student fees might be
lDcreased.
And GPSC members surely got no satisfaction from hearing it especially \I'hen the athletics fee was mentioned.
The University is considering a $2 increase in that fee. Money
from the increase would go toward maintenance or replacement of •
athletic faciliti~, Swinburne said.
Irea~

FEES FOR ATHLETICS have hit a sore spot with students in
recent years. Two years ago, a referendum was held to determine
whether students fa ..ored cutting the athletics fee by one third to
$20. The small percentage of students who voted chose in large part
to retam the $30 fee. But concern about the expense of athletics was
substantial enou&h to warrant a referendum.
By itself, a $2 fee increase seems trivial. But pile it atop this
year's 10 percent tuition increase, other fee increases in the works
and the likelihood of more tuition increases next year, and the
distress of students already strapped with financial aid cuts would
be compounded.

-----------~etters-------------

Is University mission served
by beer company sponsorship?

AND FOR WHAT? Swinburne cited a need for work on the
Astroturf at McAndrew Stadium, among other W1specified projects.
The $2 fee increase plan, inconsequential as it may seem, indicates
that commitment to a "big school" athletic image at SITJ-C Nns
beyond commitment to making quality education afrordabJ".
University official!. have hinted that some sports may have to be
cut to meet futurt' athletics budgets. So be it. When students have
I am concerned with the
trouble making the payments, most couldn't care less about report that the University's
Astroturf.
intramural sports office will
(again!) accept sponsorship
from a beer company. It is time
that the University seriously
examine whether its mission or
image is served by such a
liaison.
Well, I suppose it is better to
Anyway. I now wish the Daily
As we all should know.
be la te than never. When a Egyptian would remove his nothing in this world is free.
Daily Egyptian .editorial ex- bigoted column from the When the University accepts
otherwise useful pages upon sponsorship by G. Heileman
, pressed surprise over the lack
of response to the finding that which it is written. Last Sunday Brewing Co., we are selling
syndicated columnist George on "This Week with David something. In this case it is
Brinkley" (ABC), Mr. Will entree to a very large- beer
Will coached Ronald Reagan for
his debates with ..Jimmy Carter, expressed a callous and market. Based on my research
I too was not rompelled to react.
characteristically foolish for the Student Health
that
spraying Program, about 87 percent of
After laying the groundwork for opinion
Reagan's strategy. it does seem
marijuana fields with the highly the student body drinks beer at
unethical to report on the fine' dangerous herbicide paraquat least monthly. For those who
quality
of
Reagan's should continue. nay, be ex- do, the average weekly cor.preparation.
panded to 4{1 other states. Will sumption is 8.3 bottles of beer.
stated that if it were proven the Considering that there are more
herbicide is poisoning those who than 21,000 students on campus
But I figured the past is past
inadvertently smoke
un· this fall, these figures lead to
and in the future I. will realize
damaged plants, all the better. the estimate that SIU-C
his reporting is slanted.
He says that is just punil';hment students consume in excess of
Besides. I sort of liked old
George. He once wrote a
for those who smoke the "illegal 150,000 beers a week (certainly
a staggering figure! l. This is
weed."
biographical sketch of the
typical Chicago Cub fan. He
Has George been on the phone why G. Heileman wants
noted a certain strength of
to Khomeini? I wonder. If students wearing the Old Style
character (having endured all
Jimmy Carter's debate plans emblem.
Obviously. beer consumption
of those losing seasons) and
were booby trapped. would
is not itself the problem.
reported a general positive
George Will be alive today~ image. We need all the help we
William Girard, Evaluation and However, I doubt that there will
be disagreement with my
can get.
Developmental Center.
assessment that alcohol in

· Get rid·o/George

general and beer in particular is one to 13 beers a week was 32.5.
by far the most abused drug on And 33.6 percent drink 14 or
the college campus. From my more beers each week.
research, 62 percent of the
student body reports having
The report found the perbeen drunk once a mor-th. centage of each category
Further. these students report reporting poor test perbeing drunk an average of 4.2 formance or class absence
times a month! However. even because of drinking at least
being
drunk
does
not once during the previous month
necessarily interfere with the to be: 2.3 percent .)f those
fWlctioning of the University. drinking less than o:Je beer a
Doing poorly on a test or week; 15.9 percent of those
missi-:g class because of drinking one to 13 beers a week:
drinkmg is dysfunctional for and 46.7 percent of those
students. When .asked whether drinking more than 14 beers a
either of these had happened week.
during the previous month, 19.5
Almost half of the one in three
percent of students answered students who report consuming
yes. That is, for almost one out
of five students, alcohol consumption is related to poor academic performance.
academic performance on a
monthly basis. The following
I have no reason to believe
figures illustrate how }-,eer . that these data are unique to our
consumption is related to the campus: however, my point is
frequency
of
academic that this university. or any
problems.
university, should only enter
According to McKillip, J., into a relationship with a beer
"Three-Year Evaluation company after considering all
Report for the Alcohol the ramifications of such an
Education Project, Southern association. I do not think that
Illinois University, 1978-1981" the implications of accepting a
(data from November, 1980), beer company sponsorship have
the percentage of on-eampus been given the consideration
students consuming less than tht;y deserve. - Jack McKillip.
one beer a week was 33.9. The Associate
Professor.
percentage ofstudents drinking Psychology .

:J~:R~r:s ~~e~;de:~th~~

Dream team foiled by dreaded turf curse
ABOUT THIS time every
year, I begin to feel v.. ry lonely.
Don't misWlderstand. It's not
from a want of compa.:'lior.ship
(a la Charlie Brown, my
political and philosophical idol).
It's simply because Sunday
marks the beginning of the
National Football League
season - and, amid throngs of
Big Red and Bears fans, I'm
beginning to think I'm the only
person 00 this campus who
roots for the team I do.
What team is that? The
Kansas City Chiefs.
You can stop laughing now.
And you aren't dreaming - I
said the Kansas City Chiefs.
I've been an ardent follower
of the Chiefs since 1971. That's
enough to make anyone pretty
lonely. The Chiefs have topped
.500 only once since 1971 - and
that year was the last in which
Kansas City made the playoffs.
IT WAS ALSO the last year in
which Kansas City played home
games on the grass at Memorial
Stadium. The following season.

in Kansas City is beyond me)
for well-to-do football fans.
And, I believe, Arrowhead
Stadium is cursed.
This curse is not spiritual or
psychic (stadiums are too big to
be thrown into the Twilight
Zone). It is physical - a handicap that my favorite football
team may never recover from.

]a.y
Small
Editorial Page Editor
the Chiefs moved to the
sparkling new Arrowhead
Stadium in the Harry S.
Truman Sports Complex.
It can hold more than 80,000
people in multicolored flipseats. It is used only for football
Royal Stadium houses
Kansas City's baseball team
right next door. It has glassedin, custom furnished. airconditioned booths (why they
need to cool them in the winter

IT'S CALLED The Curse of
Tartan Turf.
Tartan Turf, for the layman,
is the younger brother of
Astroturf, the rug which so
many professional and college
football and baseball teams
play on. This overblown carpet
has been the demise of football
in Kansas City.
Since moving to Arrowhead
Stadium, the Chiefs have fired
three coaches. gone through
four starting quarterbacks.
shuffled into an entirely new
defense and still fail~d to hit the
spot.
That may sound more like
incompetence than a curse, but
consider ,the career of ex-Chief

Jan Stenerud. one of pro football's
first
soccer-style
placekickers.
When the Chiefs ended their
season in 1971, Stenerud was the
third leading scorer among
active players. He began a long
skid in 1972, and the Chiefs
finally traded him a few years
,ago.

champion Washington Redskins
play on? Grass. What do the
AFC champion Miami Dolphins
play on? Grass. The explosive
San Diego Chargers? Grass.
The computerized. efficient
Dallas Cowboys? Astroturf.
Well, I guess there's one in
every crowd.

BUT EVEN Kansas City's
STENERUD always said that -arch-rivals, the Los Angeles
the phony surface in Arrowhead Raiders. play on grass. That's
Stadium gave him problems. another thing. As long as the
Nobody helieved him. How he's Chiefs played on grass, their
in Green Bay, kicking on grass, record against the Raiders
and is again considered one of (then in Oakland, playing on
grass) was dead even. Now the
the best kickers in the NFL.
I tell you, that turf is vicious. Chiefs lag several games
Fine, you say. Lots of NFL behind. thanks to losses on teams have J-jad their problems you guessed it - the artificial
over the years. Look at the turf at Arrowhead Stadium.
Bears and Cardinals .
Nnw there's talk around SlUOK, I'll look. And I notice that
they both 'llay on Astroturf. So e about replacing the Astroturf
do the Houston Oilers, the New at McAndrew Stadium. To that I
Orleans Saints, the Detroit reply with the lesson of Kansas
Lions aJ"~ the New England City's curse:
Patriot.c•. A fine bunch of footThe grass grows greener on
ball beJent, wouldn't you say~
What do the Super Bowl the side that's winning.

Murphysboro man fulfills dream;
tadk-through animal park opens
Bv Debra Landis
Siaff Writer

Leo the lion plays lazy by slUing on a table inside his cage.

Jim Nash spends about $400 a
month to feed Sybrina, Leo.
Jennifer. Sylvia, Paco, Roscoe
and a host of other charges. And
few of them like the same thing.
Sybrina is a cougar, and Leo
is a lion. Jennifer is a black
bear. Sylvia is an Arctic fox,
and Paco is a llama. Roscoe is a
monkey.
They, along with "the world's
smallest black Angus cow" and
about 145 other animals are part
of Nash's World of Wildlife. a
walk-thrOUgh park owned and
operated by Nash in rural
Murphysboro.
The cow stands 26 inches
high, and Nash plans to show it
at the Murphysboro Apple
Festival. Other park animals
include deer, African pygmy
g.:>ats, wild sheep from Asia
Minor. an Australian emu,
water fowl, chickens, rabbits
and peacocks.
Nash bought five acres of land
for the park in August 1982.
Cages, fences, buildings and
walkways were erected by
Nash. his wife, Norma, family
and friends. The park opened a
year later - Aug. 20 - marking
a dream come true for Nash.
"I've always had a desire to
have animals - it's been a

boyhood dream. When J was a
sophomore in high schooL J
ordered a red fox pup. I COl>
vincec my father to let me have
ducks, a pet crow and other
anir.lals." Nash said.
T!le Nashes live:n a trailer on
the park site. Nash combineI'
work a~ !:n area supervisor for]
security systems company with
running the park. Mrs. Nash is
employed by Wuest Insurance
in Murphysboro.
The hours they put into their
regular jobs and the park, Nash
said, "are way up there."
Nash sees education as one of
the functions of the park.
Employees are on hand to
answer visitors' Questions about
the animals. One section of the
park includes a petting area,
where visitors are free to touch
and pet goats and sheep
Nash and park employee
Bruce Miller said they enjoy
playing with the animals lind
believe the animals "have
gotten to know us."
"We wrestle with the lions,
cougar and bears," Miller said.
"You notice that animals, like
humans, are moody. If you yell
at Sabrina about something,
she'll just lie down. She purrs
like a cat. Some days. you'll go
in the bears' cage and they'll
ignore you."
Nash added. "One of my pet

peeves with people is that they
say anima!s are dangerous
Anir:-.dis are predictable. You
can bet how animals will
react. "
Working With the park nI)l
onl,. means dealing '.~ Ith
animals, but also answering to
Uncle Sam.
"We operate under fh e dif·
ferent licenses. Federal in·
spectors come out frequently,"
Nash said. "They inspect to see
that our fences are strong
enough, that we have adequate
drainage and that we're not
abusing the animals. According
to the licenses, we have to have
a veterinarian as part of our
program."
Nash noted tIl;.t 225 people
had visited the park dlJring the
last two weekends.
"Considering we've done no
advertising in the media, we
thcu$t that was a good numbe;-. !l surpassed our expectations. I don't think we've
heard anything unfavorable, "
he said.
"The city has been helpful by
letting us put signs on city
property."
Humans haven't been the only
visitors to the park.
One night, a bobcat ventured
insirie. sat in front of thl' ArrtiC'
See FOCUS, Page 6

Above, a doe named Afton walks througb a park
pond. At left, park emplo) ee Bruce Miller loses
his bat to Peeper, an AIIStr .. lian emu.

At right, three fawns named
Honey, Sasha and Seka. are fed
by Angela and Da\;d Barn~tt,
children of park owners JIm
and Norma Na~h.

Srory-by Debra Landis
Photos by
Scott Shaw
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The Adventures of
BOB" DOUG McKENZIE

S.taIf Ph.

Just looking
SIU-C junior Coren BufflngtOl:' exammet! prints
for sale in the Student Center. COGPf:ra dve Art

0

Associatet! wHl bave a bootb in the south end of the
Student Center through Wedn~ay.

FOCUS, from Page 5
rUK'S cage and howled.
"That bobcat let out a bloodcurdling scream. The bobcat
and the fox didn't know what to
do. They were going crazy. The
bobcat was screaming outside
the cage. and the fox was
screaming inside it." Miller
,.aid. "When Jim and I carne
out, the bobo.~at left. He carne
back a CO,4P1e nights later ..?ut
we haven'fseen him since.
One of Nash's animals
decided to do some visiting. too.
Ozzie, a black Capuchin
monkey. made headlines this
summer when he slippej
through an open cage door and
was missing for four days. The
monkey was found about a mile
from the park. perched in a
tree.
Todav Ozzie and Harrie!
while away the days eating and
5winging from a tree in a large
cage at the park.
Miller said "somebody is at
the park 24 hours a day." He
noted all the cages have dead
bolts and big padlocks and
remarked. "There's no way the
animals can get out."
Looking ahead, Nash said
only about half Ule park i~

~:iJe~~Arr~~;~~~~:~~

t;harter pilot in California,
where he met the musical
and a North American big game group, the ComnlOdores. He
exhibit. with a walkway served as the Commodores'
surrounding the exhibits.
He's leasing a five-acre lot ~~~~~tf~ f~~~J:~;~ anri~f~n
next to the park and hopes to
And he's not sorry he
buy it at some poir.t.
Nash has led a varied returned.
background. He's worked as a
"The park is work, but it's fun
Murphysboro poli ..p officer and
later as a fligh' instructor and too," he said.
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by Neville Loberg

SIU Hillel foundation
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THE STRONGEST
MAN ON EARTH

Th~ Incredible
LOU FERRIGNO

~ HERCUl~S
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JewIIh ltuclent Organization
invites members of the SIU Jewish community to
attend

High Holy Day hrvlc..

FOX EASTGATE

Rosh Ha.onah •••••••••••••••• Wecl!., Sept. 1, J:tJpm

WI::HRI:7..IBE:::tG THEAT:RES

Yom Klppur.~ol Nld ... Servlc.
Fri., Sept. 1', J:tJpm
Ballroom A, Stud.nt Cent.r
SIU Students may attend additional .e'vices on Sept. 8th,
9th and 17th at Temple Beth Jacob. Information and rides
are available.

September 14

ALL SEATS $1.50 RUSH HOUR
SHOW ONLY!
-

)

RHS NEXT TO SHO\\TIME INDICATES
RUSH HOUR SHOW

,7

C.arolint-~ a ris~~Uw. ~.iust Io.4t hisjob.
Ja,cl(~ ~ to haw to!<tart from tht> bottom up.
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lYeil Young is at home
"'ith rockabi"y effort

Arena to begin ticket refunds
Tuesday for Asia cancellation

AIl>um Courtesy 01 Plaza
Rec(>rds
By Joe Walter
Sealf Writer

Good grief. Who is that on the
Neil and the Shocking Pinks
album, "Everybody's
Rockin''!''
Is it Richard Nixon turned
rock star about to play some
wicked lead guitar'! "Rock it to
me. baby."
Surprise. It's old Neil Young
himself seeming pretty much at
home peliorming good, but not
great, rockabilly.
Young is an artist with an
unquenchable penchant for
unpredictability. Just when it
seemed he was out uf the piCture in the early to mid-'7OS, he
stormed back with a v!."ngeance
with "Rust Never Slt.'eps,'· one
of the true masterpieces of
rock.
Arter the hard, roug.'l sounding rock of "Rust... " and
"Live Rust," Young served up
the country-navored "Comes a
Time." The list glX'S on.
Before his commercial
success, howf'ver. a com·
pilation of some of Young's best
work on "Decade" caused
listeners to examine Young
more closely. He proved
himself to be one of the innovative
musicians
and
poignant lyricistf ever in rock
music. His performances have
::lsp have ranged from the
sublime to the bizarre.
But now Young is well ac·
cepted by the rf'cord buying
public. On his latest LPs,
"Trans" and "Everybody's
Rockin'" Young seems to be;!
taking a break from writing
sweeping statements like
"Cortez, the Killer" and "Out of
the Blue Into the Black," and
more personal songs like "A
Man Needs a Maid" and "Sugar
Mountain" just to have fun.
This album, like the last,
seems to be preor~pied with a
musical genre rather than
lyrical content. This does not
mean th,~ album is bad, it just
isn't great. It's like comparing
an o.-ange to a lobster. Many
consider the sweet, subUe taste
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musical ~oup, according to
Carol Smith of the director's
office.

The entire faJ) tour for the
group Asia has been canceled
according to an announcement
made by the Arena director's
office Thursday.
The group didn't give a
!'eason for the cancella.iOll.
Asia was scheduled to appear
at the Arena Sept. 14. The Arena
will begin refunding tickets
from 9a.m. to4 p.m. Tuesday at
the Special Events Ticket or·

Album
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SIP( Films Pres-ents

I

JOHN

TRAVOLTA

The Only 7 Daye-A.W...," F10risl
Eut!lalA> ShOPPlRK Mall
CARBONDALE,ILlJNOIS6:l901
J>hono, :;29-5156

'-18 HR5.
7& 9 m'l.50

SUNDAY

TONIGHT
7 &9p.m.
$1.00

A World Nor1haI Rim.

7& .pm '1.50

Ride the elevator to
the 4th floor Video
Lounge-Student Center

The story of a not so young Southern Italian
who goes to the land oj the rich, Switzerland,
to make his fortune. The hilarious story of
one man's fate in the daily game of survival.
NATIONAL
L.AMPeeN'S

Student Center A14ditorium

...

Prices as low as $2None :hi&her ~Juin $251

Pomona General

44, e.."""f ,,",- e,,/J ,1/',r.d

& 710tv,u

VpcAJiVn

Laser Photo and Art Print Sale

Come on down and ""It III
ond ~ G las.. 01 our Iamous

I

Pel"l>i.los seeking refWlds need
to include name and return
address with Zip code when
mailing tickets.

Long Stemmed Red
Roses

$

1,... -117'

s....J-J

Refunds by mail will be maOE
upon receipt of tickets. Mail
tickets to Asia tickets, Room
117, SIU Arena, Carbondale
62901. A lfniversity check will
be lssued about two weeks after
tickets are sent in.

"Natllrall) we are very
.
disappointed, but we ho..e our
'-----'---~--~ patrons will be understanding,"
·said Gary Drake, arena
CD
.
director. Cash refunds will
VIe
W
I continue to be issued throul!h
_ _ _ _ _ _....1,;;;
..... :.....1 Sept. 14.
The tour cancellation was a
of lobster more preferable than • managl'ml'nt decision by the
the immediately tart taste of an
orange. But oranges are still
nice for most of us to eat, and
~"thO"JI:" P~l1t.f
thit album is flln to listen to.
What will come next from
Neil Young? Will it be an artistic effort or just more fun?
knows.

..,II;d, • ...,

"A lot of time when people
cancel, it's because the album
they were to promote on the
tour was delayed. But their
album is already out, so I really
don't know," why they canceled, Smith said.
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Metal art shows Japanese talents

Central Label" unit
plans celebration

By Robert Tita
~tud.. lit

8y John SteWlirt

Writer

Staff Writer
Jackson
County
union
members
will
have
a
"celebration day" Monday at
Crab
Orchard
featuring
speakers. music, and a free
barbecue.
Herbert Donow, SIU-C English
professor and the president of
the.: Jackson County Central
LaDor Council said he expects
300 ~e to attend the picnic.
which IS part of an AFL-CIO
D~tionwide celet-:·ation.
"Across America - we will be
beard."
The picnic will be at I p.m. in
Crab Orchard picnic area No.1.
Glenn Clay. director of the
Central States Region of the
International Ladies' Garment
Workers Union, will speak and
SIU-C music professor Mel
Sieuer and his band will perform.
The celebration will mark the
second anniversary of an AFLCIO rally in 1981 where 400,000
workers
gathered
in
Washin~ton
for the first
''solidarity day."
This weekend at Feme Clyffe
State Park in Goreville there
wH1 be an exhibition of
American Indian artifacts, a
bird and wildflower observation
walk, and a "live snake
program."
Historian and naturalist
Uoyd Sanders will show a
collection of hldian artifacts
and rare mUlel-als from 10 a.m.
to 9 p.m. Friday through SUDday a1 itIe main campground.
Naturalist Vera Shaw will
conduct a bird and wildflower
~ation walk at 7 a.m.
Friday and Saturday at the
shower building of the main
campground.
Clem Basman of the Dlinois
Department of Conservation
will present a "live snake
prog:am" at 7:30p.m. Saturday
in the ampbitbeatre of the main
campgrounds.
Ferne Clyffe State Park is
located 12 miles south of Marion
011 HDute :no

For the majority of visitors to
the Ky ••to Metals exhibit in the
Universi~y Museum, the namp.!:
of the Japanese craftsmen W'"
produced the art pieces .re
""f(jcult to pronounce lind
unknown.

But the al"tisIS don't mind. In
Japan it is not lhe artist that
matters, but rather the beauty
of the art, said Evert Johr.Jon,
mU$eum curator.
The exhibit, "Kyoto Metals,
Contemporary Japanese Art
Metalworks,' will be displayed
tlU"ough Sept. 16.
The c:oUection of metal art·
work is from Kyoto, Japan's

~~~~:r~s c~~!tal~o;~e Ofh04~
Japanese metalsmiths.
Although the exhib't is an
example of contellporary
Japanese metal art, the objects
are crafted in traditional
Japanese style.
"American artists want to
create something
new,"
Johnson said. "Where::s the
Japanese work from tradition "
One artist whose work is
displ!:yed i."l the show is a 15th
acgeneration metal artis
cording to JohrISon.
Prominence
has
little
si~ificance f?r the Japanese
artist, according to Jonnson,
whereas "the artist's ego takes
precedence ht;re in the United
States."
The work that goes into ~n
object is oftentimes the effort ( t

Staff Photo by Neville Loberg
Rl:4IIIda and Leroy Brookens of Murphysboro study ODe piece of &be
Kyoto metals exhibit n_ s!i~g in &be UnlversUy Museum.

inlay according to Harlan W.
Butt, a former SIU-C art metals
student and organizer of the
Kyoto exhibit.
The Japanese have a
suspicion of individualistic
beauo/., writes Butt in a catalog
descnbing the show. To the
Japanese, the ultimate beauty
and function is what counts, not
the individual artist.
This humility carries over to
the 'art pieces. Many of the
metal objects are small and
ornate. Most of the pieces are
trays, kettles, bowls and vases
used in the Japanese tea

4

•

:~f~m!~~~o=n ;3;.n~

"art by committee."
One artist may be an expert in
casting the piece, while another
may make a iid or make the

c~..n::nj~panese

have a love

for detail," Johnson said. This
is reflected in the detailed
designs on small objE!('ts such as
guards for Samurai swords, .
jewelery and handles for sliding I
doors.

made Monday. Mail will onh t<:
picked up from collection boxes
that have holiday J'ickup
posted.
During the holiday weekend,
special delivery and. express
mail services will continue.

PINCH

p.

ENNY (!I\.~. .,

605 E. Grand L_is Perle 529-334
Hours: 11·1 M-Th 1()"2 F·Sat 1·1 Sun

Wines
llw:.
Azura
750
Generic
'1.43 (Italian) ml $1.35
Beer

~ ,2.38
6pk. btls.

~

=

_ ..

Light or Dark 6 pit. btls.

Si~.!~···
12 ...

~S2

Tower
(German)

12pk.CUM

....

Louis Jadot

Gin

$4.57

Beaulolals

'3.33

R05e-White-Rubeo
(Portugese) 750 ml

=

15.2.

750ml

Smgram·s 7
, ••99 750ml
15.6.

.3.62

(Cclifornia) 3 Liters

,4.4.

Andre

~ Case Returnables

I~llk!cordl

Ii~'

$7.99

750ml

~ Rum

(French) 750 ml

Lancers

Litar

Tanqueray

750ml

Gallo all

Old MlIWlllUk¥.

&

12.38

Champagnes

750 ml

~HLd.,
Llquer

750ml

$8.57

Wine Tasting
p
Y
Sutter
Home
Muscat
Amabile
. . . . . . . . SG.t.u.r.d.a
.
..
2.:o.0.-6.:.o.o..m. . . . . . . .
750ml $3.99
..

J·{

:> • I

I

~

.. ,

:.

_- .. t

t· ", •.

I 1 , , . ;"

\I.t,

It!

A different kind of game.

WAR
GAMU
m

.

"\

..

WllKDATI

1:tI7:1I t:.
IAT.MON
2:30 5:00 7:10 9:20

NO CHEATING!

NO GAAt-18UNG!

NO 800'11'

_sMoKING!

Ifo"'ZZAI

NONOTHIN'!

-. Liquors
Popov $4.43
Vodka

Black '3.76

lin(i§D,··19 ~

1J

~

LIQUORS

110 KHIN MOVIES
MTV. SPOIrfS. nc ...

IALUKI

MGMIUA

~r£\
~

HAI'PYHOUI

2:30.7:00 M-P

SIU-C is one of nine stops the
Kyoto exhibit will make in the
United States. The show moves
to New York City after Car501 L W.lnut. CarItoncI. ...
bondale_ _ _ _.........~~~h-!!IJ:~;;~--~

Labor Day mail schedule set
The post office in Carbondale
will be closed Monday in honor
of Labor Day.
Lobby services will not be
available, but lockboxes will be
accessible. Residential and
business deliveries will not be

VlDEO-DANa-&.OUNGE

The color and textures of the
pieces are subtle and smooth. A
variety of methods, some
family secrets. are used to
create finishes on metal that
are not seen in the West.

-----CampusBriefs--------MORRIS LIURARY hours
during Labor Day Wl-ekend will
be 7:45 a.m. to 6 p.m Friday, 10
a.m. to 6 p.m. Saturd.1Y. 2 to 6
p.m. Sunday and 2 to 11. p.m.
Monday.
SOUTHERN
ILLINOIS
Audubon Society will meet at
7:30 p.m. Friday in the First
Federal Savings and Loan. 500
W. Main. District Biologi~t
Andy We,t of the Illinoi~
Derartmellt of Conservation
wi! give" presentation titled
''The Illmois Natural Heritage
Program in Southern Illinois."
SILENT VIGIL ir. opposition
to nuclear-military build-up will
be from 2 to 3 p.m. Sa~urdays on
the corner of Illinois Ave. and
Main St.
AMERICAN
STUDENT
Association will hold a general
meeting at 6 p.m. Saturday in
the Mississippi Room. Membership fee will be due.

Association from 3 to 8 p.m.
Saturday at Murphysboro Lake.
Students may call 457-m23 for a
ticket.
WATER POLO Club is open to
interested students. Practices
are from 3 to 5 p.m. Monday
through
Friday in
the
Recreation Center Pool.
MONUMENT OF Hope
Church of Deliverance will have
Bible studv at 11:30 a.m. and
wor.;hip !'~rvice at 1 p.m. on
Sundays. Evening worship
services will be held at 7:30
p.m. on Wednesdays and
Fridays.
fRIE!"iUS MEETING will
have an unprogrammed worship at 10:30 a.m. Sunday at 107
S. Maple St.

FRENCH SPEAKING
(\ SINGERS/MUSICIANS

ALPHA EPSILON Rho,
honorary radio and television
society, will have an orientation
picnic for freshmen and transfer students from noon to 5
p.m. Sunday on the front lawn of
Communications.
tlTH ANNUAL Miss Eboness
Pageant applications are
available from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m.
at Trueblood, Grinnel and the
south end of the Student Center.
Students may receive more
information
from
David
Pompey at 453-5714.

EMERGENCY
LOCATOR
Service now enables schools
and babvsitters to locale
parents on campus in case pf an
emergency. Students may bring
thEir class schedule to Women's
Services B-244 or call 453-3655 to
use the service.

to .trum and/or .t~o!1 a~
our ......nch CDt.". Now you
a port of
can soy you
1-nIFt. Friday, September 9.
Ir......t.d? " you want to hove
fun call Sharon at ... Student

w.,..

Cent.r~S1"

generic

S,..LE \

copies .~~
mlJ5r'~r'"

not a lot of flash ... just great copies.
717 S. Illinois, Carbondale

457-2223

ALPI!"
KAPPA
Psi.
professional business fraternitv, will have an informal rush
at"5 p.m. Saturday at 230 S.
Hanesman. trailer 113. Students
may call 529-4291 for a ride.
A PICNIC will be given for
students by the Chinese Student

SAIJE
Everyth

to 50%
Don's J4.... ,'4.~"7

30

,rr

TO
MOlT ~
/'
MOTO"CYCU: 1lA1C"~

~VOLT"PU

SlAmNOAT

12-VOLT TYPIs

".39

!!~~.~.~!."."~"~~!~l.
AUTOMOTIVE SIZES

FACTORY SECONDs.

BATTERIES!'17
(WITH TRADE-IN)
i~ "M~';;h;~b;;r~: "ra":; 'N~rth

iz;

to Industrial ParI! Rtf. (a"rou
M"Donald's). Turn left at
.top sign. then left again w
A.sodated Battery Supply.

ASSOCIATED

~
Call 687·3344
or 800..642 .. 3451

f
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Mixed Coupl ••
Leagues Now Forming
TueadayJa Sunday
Night.

Come In or Coli. 529-4155

MAKI HIADLINIII
WITH A NEW HAIR STYLE

Staff Pboto by David McCbesaey

The Salakl Shaken sbow oil their prize-wbmlDg lorm.

Shakers take .first place honors
Bv Bef.lnda Edmondson
siaff Writer

They have performed at the
World Series, high-kicked for
the St. Louis Cardinals and
cavorted for the Knights of the
Caulif10wer Ear.
Last spring they brought SlUe basketball fans cheering to
their feet with a spwiky dance
numbel- a la Blues Brothers,
replete with skinny black ties
and dark glasses.
And last week the Saluki
Shakers stole the show again
when they brought back several
first-place ribbons and a trophy
from the five-day National
Cheer leading Association porn
pon clinics held in Knoxville,
Tenn.
"Only two sweepstakes
trophies were given out for
overall best performances. and
we got one of them." said coach
Jill Finks. "That means that we
were one of the two top squads
there."

The Shakers, who work
cll)sely with the Marching
Salukis and specialize in
sideline dances at games,
competed with more than 10
teams from five states at the
clinics. Each team member had
to learn two new routines every
day, and was then judged on her
individual performance of
them.
The Shakers won a "spirit
stick" each night for being the
most spirited team, and team
members Cindy Ripley and
Annette Hughes were picked out
from a field of 70 competitors to
receive two of four celebrity
awards given out to the individuals who most exemplified
what a good porn pon girl should
be.
.
Finks is particularly pleased
with the Shakers' performances, considering what
she described as tl_e tense and
pressured atmosphere at the
·camps.
"The~ are doing so much

better now than in the past,"
said Finks. "I don't want to
sound conceited, but before they
did not get much help in their
training. I'm a real perfectionist, 1 make them do the
routines until they get them
right.·'
Fink said she is working on
the image of the Shakers. which
she said has improved
drastically, and making them
more pl·ofessiona1. The team
has already had a number of
profeSSional performances.
includtng a performance at the
World Trotting Derby in Du
Quoin, as well as performances
at the World Series and before
the Knights of the Cauliflower
Ear, an exclusive business club
in St. Louis.
Saluki Shakers are scheduled
to periorm at a Cardinals'
football game in October.
Since the recent tryouts the
Shakers' numbers have increased from 12 to 24.

Saturday
8:00pm-2:00am

75C

Page
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Choose from hair styling, lighting & coloring,
permonent waving, relaxers, care free curls,
& eyebrow arching.

KYLE WYAnand ERVA LEWIS-OWNERS,
STYLISTS AMY JOHNSON-Formerly of Hair
Performers
-rIM WININGS-Formerly ot Hair Lob

Sculptured Nail. by DAN WELLS
Call 457·2612 for on appointment, walk-ins welcome.

Product. by

.-elc.

10% DISCOUNT WITH STUDENT 1.0.

headlines
STYLlNG
.

Office in the Pork Suite 10
1111 E. Walnut. Carbondale

MON·SA T 9·5 Th-F 9-B

SALON
-~---~-.-"--

.

11 'i1~~ .~fuPrU 11tMt}\
EVfRHHIN":; fOR THE

ATHLETf

718 S. University
Carbondale

UniverSity Mall
Carbondale

457-6016

457-6131

Discrimination suit lost;
brewery ordered to pay
ST LOUIS lAP) - A judge
ruling in a racial discrimination
SUIt has ordered AnheuserBusch Inc. the nation's leading
brewery. to pay more than
$\4.000 in back wages to three
blacks denied jobs as bott:ers.
The order by U.S. District
Judge Wil:iam L. Hungate was
made public Wednesday The
judge also ordered AnheuserBusch to hire them as bottlers,
because he said they were
qualified for the job.
"The racial discrimination
practiced by defendant in 197980 was intentional," the judge
said in his order. "This is
evidenced by gross statistical
disparities in hiring and in
scheduling applications for
testing, which resulted in the
ineligibilitr of a majority of
black botlier applicants."
Joseph
Fmnigan,
a
spokesman for the brewery,
said the company was aware of
the ruling but I-..ad not had an
opportunity to study it.
"We have a very good
minority employment record.
If~_ over 18 percent across the
system. and it's almost that in
SI. Louis." Finnigan said. He
said the company has not
decided whether to appeal.
In February 1980. when an

Recreation Center
closed for weekend
The Recreation Center ~11 be
closed Saturday. Sunday and
Monday for the Labor Jay
Holiday.
Regular hOUTS will resume on
TlI~day.

equal number of qualified
blacks and whites applied for
bottling jobs. Anheuser-Busch
hired 38 whites and only eight
bla1=ks, Hungate noted.
Jimmy Easley, Andre Griffin
and Patricia Murphy filed the
discrimination suit against the
brewery. Hungate, whose order
instructed Anheuser-Busch to
discor.tinue discriminatory
hiring practices, also ordered
the brewery to pay ~ach
plaintiff $500 for em (.tional
stress and to pay expenses of
witnesses and lawyers totaling

West Roads
"Westroads. more than iust another liquor mort'
Murdole Snopping Cenl~r • Carbondale • 529· 1221

Open till Midnight Friday, Saturday
Sa;~

Meister
Brau

Good Se t. 2-4

Budweiser

Vivante

12pk 120z. cans

4 liter

12pk 120z. cans

$29.800.

Hungate heard the suit during
a three-day trial in March.
From February 1979 until one
year later, the judge said.
Anheuser-Busch required
bottler. applicants to pass a
written test the company knew
would have an "adverse impact" on blacks.

Miller Lite
12pk 120%. cans

James Belt
is appointed
ac!ing bursar
James A. Belt, assistant to
the vice president for financial
affairs, was named acting
bursar Thursday.
Vice President Warr<!n E.
Buffum appointed Belt to
replace Thomas J. Watson. who
retired after being burs<-.:r since
19M.
Belt, w!lo has bef!n Buffum's
assistant since Feb. 1, was
management analyst
programmer in the bursar's
otr~ from 1968_tO 1982.

St. Pauli
Girl
6pk 120z. NR

'3 99

e.~.

'i:.

Old
Milwaukee
12pk 120z. cans

'3 79

.-."b

Reb.1 Yellin 86.8° Now Available

FRIDAY AFTERNOON

.RONT stll.IT

LAST
DAVl

.~. ~
~;'L.\
~

~

...

DATE

Aug. 30-Sept.2_

TIME

9am·~:30pm

PLACE

UNIVERSITY
BOOKSTORE

JlRTQR~YkQ

, __ ""!'.~ 1f!.e.~'!."'.I£!~~1

nng-a 14K GC'ld College Ring from
ArtCarved. The 'karat gold jeWelry
that's designed and handcrafted for
lasting value
And now an ArtCarved 14K Gold
College Ring IS more affordable than you
think C:lOOse from ail entire coilectlon of
14K Gold ArtCarved College Rings and
save $25 ThiS offer IS for a limited time
only SO come In and see all the great
ArtCarved styles With the custom options
that can let you have the nng of your,
chOice. the way you want It So graduate
In style Graduate to gold l
OePOSII ReaUired

MaSlerCard or V sa AcceD'ed
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Virginia Jlarrnaduke to lead
~~rld Trotting Derby division

h,~~\,\~\~
.\\N~\\-:::;

I

By Paula J. Finlay
Staff Writer

To some people, horse racing
and the Du Quoin State Fair are
n(,arly
synonymous, and
Virginia Marmaduke is no
stranger to either one.
The retired newspaperwoman
was at the first Du Quoin State
Fair 60 years ago and on Friday
will be grand marsha! of tho;!
fillv diVlsion of the fair's World
Trotting Derby.
The Pincknevville resident
says with pride that she is
thought to be the first woman to
lead a championship trotting
field to tile post She calls
herself a lifetime fan of the
trotting horse.
With her gray hair and
glasses, Marmaduke could be
easily be pictured as a grandmother baking cookies and her
warmth and easy laugh help
strengthen that image. But at
age 75. she is sharp p..nd on the
move and wIlen she sits rohind
her typewriter, her role as an
experienced reporter comes
through.
Marmaduke excitedly told of
her love of horses and of
Friday's honor when, in her
words, she'll be a "75-year-old
filly for a day."
Marmaduke has been around
horses for a long time. As a

b=l~rl :a~a:fu~:e f~!t
owned a Shetland pony and
later took gaited horses to the
area showrings. But when she
sa w the showy standardbred
trotter that "trotted fast with an
air," she "fell in love" with the
horse, she said.
Marmaduke reminisced
about an occasion in her long
career as a newspaperwoman
when her knowledge of horses
proved useful. She spent 36
years working for Chicago
newspapers and when horse
racing began in the mid-l~ at
Chicago's MaywoOO Park. she
was tne one sent to cover it.
"I was really the only
reporter who knew the difference between a trot and a
gait," she said.
Marmaduke covered the
races as one of the first women
sports reporters "because I
knew more about it than the rest
of them," she "laid.
Marmaduke's career took her
to several newspapers in the
state.
"I'm an all-Illinoisan," she
said with an easy smile.
Her first 13 years as a
newspaJkrwomao were spent at
the Herrin Daily Journal. She
later worked at several Chicago
newspapers - the Sun, SunTimes and Tribune.
''Then they offered me more

NEWMAN CENTER
715 S. WashIngton
Carbondale
457-2565
Alyce Vogel-Director

AN All-AROUND
GYMNASTIC FROGRAM
FOR BOYS & GIRLS
(pre-school fnru college
level gymna.tk:)

Fall Program begins Sept. 6. 1983

SUPER SAVINGS AT
SIRLOIN STOCKAm~'
STEAK AND SALAD BAR
~ TARTING

lUNDA Y N'GHT ONL Y

! ____!~.:~!____J

FROM

'I. Fre.h Chicken and Salad

____~2.29 __.__

Bar

REGULA.R RIBEn

I

II

ONLY $3.49
coupan.,.plr.. 9-1~

r---~

Virginia Marmaduke
money to go into radio and
telel'ision," sho;! said.
She worked for NBC doing a
radio feature show and interview shows for television.
DurIng the last two years of her
ca~r, she worked at the New
Yon. World's r air.
"I beamed a 15-minute daily
radio show back to WGN in
Chicago called 'Postcard from
the Fair,''' she said.
SinCt: she retired 16 years a~o,
Marmaduke has lived in Pmckneyville and kept an active
~ace with several volunteer
prujccts.
"I'm very much in demand

Includes .t...k. choic. of pototo,
tOOlt. our 2S Item salad bor,

I

be.::ause I'm free," she said with
a laugh. "Once they find OJ!!
you're free, they find things for
you to do."
Marmaduke has been a
volunteer staffer in the fair's
press room for the last sixteen
years and ha& been involved in
volunteer work at sm and in
various area civic projects. Bu!
for her, the most exciting event
is yet to come.
"It will all be climaxed
Friday when I g~t to set a
precedent as a female grand
marshall of the filly division of
the World Trotting Derby," she
said.

{

-~~-

!~k choic. of
i,.,., IOlod bar.

II

SIZZLIN SIRLOIN

I

Inc.udeo .t....... choic. of porala
looot. our 25 """ salad bor
.

I

-+I

LARGE SI,RLOIN

Include• •
toast. our 2S

I

I

ONLY $3.69
coupon."~1.... 9_1~

STOCKADE STRIP
25

ONLY $4.69

j

coupon ~I ... 9-1~·83

I

•

-~-----------.

JI iool1,
Includes .,..,10.. choice of
our
"em
bar

POIG'o

I
I
I

=

;.>01010,

'Iolad

Ot4L Y '3.69
cour"" ."plr.. 9· I S-83

II
II

-----,~--~~8~~~:,~E~~~M11E~:.._:-J·----kld. . . tfo,tt'
-c.rry out

.FNe drinll

....-...

..,.H.DI.
,.fm•

• R.... ed F.miI, Atmo• .,,,,,,.

Houf's'

Sun Thur! "·9
Fr; & Sat ',1·10

_

.... 131'

SIRLOIN STOCKADE
101 South "~.,, • Cerbond.I.

TJ'. D .count L quors

Self- S~r;{l~r ~?R~e~~e
Typing

*

T-shirts & Caps

*

4C

Typesetting

OPEN 9-9 M-F. 10-6 Sat. 1-6 Sun
FREE PICK-UP & DELIVERY OF
FACULTY MANUSCRIPTS FOR CLASSES

Perfectly Clear Printers

219 W: 'Main'

1224W.Maln
"Th. Cold..t . . ., In Town."

.Gallo Wines

~ -$'2L99

Ar.r(l!:~

750ml

I

--7.Up-ol' Squirt 2 Liter

54~4851

Lot

Llebfraumllch
Mascnutah

of any 750 ml
99..111 orwithla purch_
.r Itottl. of LI uor

the Street

TJ r • has the LOWEST EVERYDAY PRICES

80b Williams
Owne!' & Manager
"II TlCIdltlan Since 1911" _

OPIN UND.R N.W MANAGIMINT
684-2831

Men's Quality Clothing & Furnishings
Check with Bob, Kevin and Robbie about our Blazers_
1214 WaIn ,. Str. .t
Murphysbcro. illinois
62966
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HQUII:
9-6M-Th
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BEER SPECIALS_~.
Old Milwaukee ;!;."- '3'0

!til

iiir ~::~

i{~ Old Style!!t.
~

. ,

c

~

IJ

'5"

. Miller Lite
.

'4S2

k

:::'s
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'2 4 •
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Evidence found adds support
to alcoholism as a sickness
BOSTON (AP) - Doctors
have found an abnormality in
the way alcoholics break down
akohol in their bodies, and they
say it provides evidence that
thdr condition is caused by a

S~!i~f~!iCr~::~~rs said
the work adds support to the
suspicion
that
severe
alcoholism is not simply a
weakness but a sickness with a
biological origin.
"We're saying that what
happens may have a cleareut
organic basis that makes you
look at the whole disease diffprently," said Dr David D.
Rutstein of Harvard MedIcal
School. "Therp is a jQPling of
revulsion whpn you see a
chronic alcoholic, but he may
just be a very sick guy."
The research~rs threw <I
party for Harvard faculty
memhers, let them drink as
much as they wanteri and took
blood samples. They compared
these with blood taken from
patients at an alcoh~lism
center.
"We found a compound in the
patients' blood that is not
present in the blood of normals
when they drink alcohol,"
Rutstein said.
The substance, called 2,3butanediol, is produced when
alcoholics metabolize or break
down alcohol during digestion.
- The research was conOuCfed
by Rutstein at Harvard with
colleagues from the National
Institute on Alcohol Abuse and

Alcoholism and the Centers for
Disease Control. It is being
published in Saturday's issue of
the British journal Lancet.
He said the research may
eventually have a practical use
;n finding ways to treat
alcoholism.
"If we could get the
metabolism worked out in
man," Rutstein said, "maybe
we could find a way of blocking
it. There are ways of getting at
the problem now L'lat are within
the realm of objective scientific
observation ...
Rutstein said he became
interestpd in the possible
inheritance of alcoholism after
Scandanavian studies showed
that the condition often runs in
families. One found that sons of
alcoholic fathers who are raised
by foster parents are four times
as likely as sons of non-alcoholic
fathers to become alcoholics
themselves when they grow up.
Later, Dr. Richard L. Veech
of the federal alcoholism institute found that rats turn
alcohol ioto 2,3-butanediol when
the usUa! process of alcohol
metabolisn is blocked.
Rutstein decided to see if
human alcoholics also produce
t....is chemical when they drink.
To assemble a comparison
group, the doctors had to find
people who woule! give extensive medical and family
histories to make sur. they
were not alcoholics or vict.ms of
serious disease.

DANCING ROCK BY: NETWORK & FOOL'S FACE.
COMEDIAN T.P. MULROONEyeAMERICAN CRAFTSTAND e SOUL DANCEeARM WRESTLINGe
SIU TRIVIA e KEG RELAY RACE e FOOD SPECIAtr

SPOTLIGHT BOWLING. PINBALL GIVEAWAY e TWIT
RACE. PHONE HOME FREE e BEAT THE CLOCK e AIR
GUITAR CONTEST e TOOTSIE BEACH BASH e BEDTIME
FOR BONZO e TWIT OF THE YEAR OLYMPICS e BORDER
BAKERY
e PLUS MUCH MUCH MORle

WIIiDOW TINTING
.educe Up To 70% Of
Summ.... Scorching Heat

RESIDENTIAL

COMMERCIAL

VEHICLE

• Reduce Heating and Air Conditioning Costs
• Adds Outside Beauty ond InsIde Privacy
• Controls Fading and Glore

I I
!I

,
\

Po,,.ln ~r windows ur.

/

~

avaliaDI. fo," Corvett.s, CamarOI,

and athermoc:lel cars.

4f9i>

call Steve Rishel
(611) 167-254' .

of DeSQto

Gton TIntin and Coatin

~.+
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t

+ + + + + + + + + ..)

HANGAR--.
PrhIay"

".M .'17

EMI Recordin. Artists

t..,. '

+

t

~ Combo Audio
tAn orl.inal. hi.h ener.~ T
+
new music.

+
~

Friday Happy Hour
3=30.8:00

Rlre Form
50C Drafts

7~. Speedralls

S\\ad\tfmgs

CO\\ege n\j

~oWO a~

~n~
'~'"

,', ~
leweI<y_i~_"'today.
-your-nn9Witti

W<h!he ""'" of ,,,.

koow!h" a

good

S""",m ""9 • oow""""
~ ~
of ~aUiifuistYles. Then"PerSonalrze
cus~-• y
tom options that express your tastes. your Interests. your
achievements.
Every fine Sil3dium ring IS crafted with careful attention to detail. and backed by the
ArtCarved Full Lifetl"~le Wananty Now. at. these speclai sa"':i1QSIlR]~~YE[J
the value IS exceptiona!l Don't miSS thiS opportunity to get a
beautiful buy on a fine Siladium nng. Visit the ArtCarved
Ring Table soon.
CLASS RIW-~ INC

S1.-t,,---:--

..

V\/\I\/V'l"4......

'-

Last Day!

No Co\!'~r
Date Aug. 3O-Sept. 2 Tme 9am-4:3Opm Place UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
Deposit Required. MastE!fCw or VISa Accepted.
c 1983 ArtCar_ Class tlmgs
Daily

Egyptia,.~

Inc
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Flair circuit workers believe
traveling around is a winner

'rlday and S.turduy
5.pt. 2nd and 3rd
l1am-11pm

By Dave Saelens
Staff WI·iter

"·Our lar...t atecllc with choice of
Iclaho baked potato or golden french
frl .. and Texa. Toa.t

He was 14 years old, living in
Louisiana, and fascinated with
the traveling life of people who
run the carnivals.
So when school let out for the
summer, he said goodbye to his
parents, took with him only the
clothes on his back - a worn out
pair of Levi's and an old T-shirt
- and hopped in the back of a
pickup truck heading the
carnival.
That 14-year~ld boy, who has
gone by the nickname "Fly"
since he joined the carnival
game operator's "circuit," is
now ·24 and says he's never
regretted the decision. He's still
traveling around the country

only
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a"'?Th~°fi:~gtli~~ :;~,!:eli1ei'i
love," ~e says while looking
around for potential game
layers. '" wouldn't change it if
could."
Fly ;s just one of the many
nom:.ds known as carnival
game agents who travel across
the coui'!tryside as much as nine
months out of the year to as
many as :&:i di£ferent carnivals
and state fairs each year, and
make a living out of seeil1g that
"there's a winner every time."
Most "concessioneers," as
Uley call themselves, will tell
you the work is hard, the hours
long, the pay low. By the time
they become familiar with a
town it's usually time to move
on.
And not one of them would
give up their lifestyle for
anything in the world.
Most concessioneers, such as
those currently at the 61st
Annual Du Quoin State Fair,
usually have a story or two to
tell if you've got the time - and
a few quarters to play their
game.
Fly, who runs a skee-ball
booth - r. sort of miniature
bowling alley game - says his
first experiences with the
csrnival were as a "gopher."
fie would run to the concession
stands to bring back hot dogs
for the men running the rides in
exchange for a few free ·rides
himself.
'" kept stick~ng around and
eventually got to ride whenever
and as much as , wanted," he
recalls.
He said the people at the fair
got to know and like him, and at
the end of the summer tht:y
asked him to come with them
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"Fly" lboWI ~"e crowd prizes Uley cooid win playing SU-BaU.

for one week to see if he mEed
the traveling life.
"]'11 never regret it," he
grinned through a partially
toothless smile.
Fly added that when he first
started traveling in the circuit,
another concessioneer who sold
posters drew a picture of the
character "Superfly' on hiS Tshirt.
"Because of the resemblance
and all," he said sarca'itically.
"the name just stucK, and
everyone ktlowS me as just '
Fly' ever since."
Fly seems Hi thiiik the
lifestyle of a concessioneer was
tt.ilored just for him. Since he
has no wife or children to "tie
him down," Fly has decided this
lifestyle is perfect
'" got everything a poor
person needs," he said.
But not all concessioneers
have been in the circuit as long
as Fly. That doesn't mean,
however, that they're not as
enthusiastic about their chosen
profession as he.
Jay Gallinar, a former
resident of New York who has
been operating a "Cover the
Spot" game for a year and a
half, calls himself a " wanderer".
Leaning on the counter, Jay
carefully practices his game by
dropping five round metal discs
one by one over a large red dot
painted on a board. completely

95
$21.1.-.....
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covering the red dot with tht'
discs. He was dwarfed by two
giant lions looming over the
=t~~e:'!dti~:~trons to try
"You just gotta like people in
general," he said. "And you just
can't keep your feet planted too
long."
Jay said the job does,
however, have its disadvantages, one of which is
driving 500 to 1,000 miles between shows.
"But carnival people are
great people," he adds as he
picks up the discs to start again.
"We're like a little family out
here."
Some concessioneers at the
fair vie-:.· lOCir profession in a
more glamorous light.
"It's show business," said
Andy, the opera tor of a booth
wtJere patrons knock over pop
boWes. "It·s show business Just
like singers and bands."
Andy scarted traveling the
circuits eight years ago after
being convi.nced by a friend to
join. Although his friend
dropped out after about two or
thr£"c? years, he decided to stay.
"Once it gets i.n your blood, it
doesn't leave," he said in a
voice hoarse from calling
fairgoers to his game.
One of the reasons Andy said
he stays in the circuit'l is that he
See CARNIE, Page 15
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CARNIE, from Page 14
Pnjovs traveling.
"Ii's the cheapE'st way I know
of t:J t. "vE'I." he added. "And I
don't know of any better way to
spend thE' summer."
..\ndv said most people who
travel' the game opE'rator CIT('uits sub!\cribe to a magazine
titlE'd "Amusement Bulletin"
which tells where and when the
different carnivals and fairs
will be throughout the year.
Andy feels the best time to be
a concessioneer is when they
arE' busiest - not onlv because
of the profit. but rn;cause he
enjoys the crowds themselves.
He added that although a lot
of pecple think game opE'rators
get rich, they actually only get a
percentage of the money they
bring in. Most of the money they
bring in goes for rent for the
spot where they'vE' set up their
game.
The wide variety of games
and the amOlmt of "calling"
needed to draw players are
'things concessioneers think
about when choosing a game.
"I've been waiting for you all
night," and "I'm gonna hE,lp
you win" are just two of the
phrases Carl Collins uses to
attract patrons to his "Knock
Over the Milk Bottles" booth.
Carl said the types of games
known as "cal1 games" are
those which require skil;" to win
that are not used everyday,

EXCJ.m results in
for Math students
Resuits of final examinations
taken spring semester in the
Mathematics Department show
that about 2,506 students participated. For each course top
scorers were:
Math 1108 - Beth Belmont,
LI-Ian Hsu. Dave Keer. Russell
Phillips and Lori Rude.
Math llob - Juan Pardo,
Rajeshchandra Patel and Tim
Wiess.
, Math III - Karen Borkowski,
.Richard Liboston and Ed
Maher.
GSD 113 - Suzanne Pascucci
and Karen O. Sturgeon.
Math 114 - Diane Lentz,
Eileen
Maloney,
Sonya
Moomau and Soraya Mohd
Taib.
Math 116 and Math 139 - Cheryl
Reinhardt, Theresa McKinney
'Bnd Debbie Wallem.
Math 117
Margaret
Bozesky. Christodolous
Damianou and Li Wing TaL
Math 140 - Le Fong Chew.
Lau Ngan Fung, Dong-Jim Sun
and Yi Hua Tan.
Math ISO - Carl Bleier, Julius
Y -C Jou ~d Greg Masters.

such as picking up a beer bottle
using a ring on the end of a
fishing polE'
NE'wcomers to thE' circuits are
l'sually put on call games first.
he said.
"If you can't make it there,
then you're :lot going to make it
in the circUit," he said,
Before he became a concessioneer, Carl said he had
been a salesman all his life.
Since he liked to travel and
liked to sell, he decided to join
the circuit
The game operators are
optimists. too, even when the
crowds are small and the action
is slow.
"It will get better." says Carl.
"Maybe "'1"11 have a good
weekend,"

Colson contends
prisons ineffective
CANON CITY, Colo. (AP)
The American penal system
isn't working, says Charles
Colson, who served seven
months in a minimum-security
prison for his role in the
Watergate ,~candal.
Colson. '\\ho was {onvicted of
conspiracy after resigning as
special counsel to former
President Nixon in 1973, spoke
Saturday at the Fremont
Correctional Facility near here.
Colson, 51, is now president of
Prison Fellowship United
States.
a
Christian
organiza tion.
"Our prisons aren't working.
Prison would be a deterrent if
there was certainty of punishment, he said.
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kaloidcvcopo
You'll find a complete range of contemporary
lifestyle accoutrements to enhance your
'personal surroundings ...
co_tlbl. . . ltot',onary/notecords 8 i-elry
plocema,./nopldn. 8 Imported soap.
COIuol dlnnerwar./ glasswar•
cul.inart food proceuon 8 cookware; utensil.
accent IIghti~8 modula~ furniture
hondthrown po"-ry 8 t>-"ndwoven rugs
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$5.00 PLUS
FREE MONOGRAMMING
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MONOGRAM
TOTAL VALUE
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5.00
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LABOR DAY ONLY
5 HOURS 10am-3pm
EVEROAY IS SAVINGS DAY

AT

U~tl
FOR THE LOOK OF SUCCESS

Hwy. 13 E. Carbondale
Across from the University Mall
Mon·Fri 10-9
Sat
10-6
Sun
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Securit)y officers relay anecdotes
and said. 'But it's not too bad, it
was an artificial leg.'"
Starr Writer
Presley also remembers
One dark evening a police receiving a call for an amofficer tried to sneak across a bulance at Woody Hall, which
field to catch a suspect. He w.:>s, at that time, a dormitory.
slipped his flashlight into his Acc~rding to the call, a girl was
back pocket and began to crawl moaning and groaning. It
along the ground on his hands l;eemed that she was in bad
and knees.
shape.
For the suspect, that
Ambulance attendants put all
flashlight became a beacon of 250 polmds of her on a stretcher
freedom. When the officer and gingerly wiggled her down
slipped the flashlight into his the f~eps. By the time they got
pocket, he accidentally turned it her down, Presley recalls, they
on.
were dripping with sweat
This may sound like the plot
They rushed her to the
of a television comedy, but It is emergency room and waited for
a true story. This is just one the doctor's word on her conexample of the shenanigans dition. "I thought any time
that Lt. Marvin Braswell and they'd come out and say she's
Capt. Robert Presley of dead," Presley said.
University Security cared to
A short time later the doctor
tell.
came out, followed by the
"One thing I think is a shame grinning girl. The doctor said,
is that people base what they "Hey, you guys won't even let
think about police work on somebody have a nightmare,
television. There is nothing will ya'?"
further from the truth."
Apparently the girl was
Braswell said.
sleepmg so deeply that the only
Br.. ~well said 95 percent of thing she was conscious of
the television police officer's experiencing was her nightwork is investigating and mar~.
solving crimes. In actual police
Then, there was the time
work, 95 percent of the officer's Presley picked up a small child
time is spent serving the who looked lost. The child didn't
community. It is in this 95 know where he lived and he
percent that the sometimes couldn't speak English well.
funny aspects of police work According to Presley, he looked
emerge.
tired and hungry.
Braswell tells the story of a
Presley bought him an ice
couple of officers, who, during cream cone. The child smiled
the Christmas season, spotted but said nothing. Capt. Presley
an elderly man hitchhiking. drove around, asking if the child
They picked him up and found recognized any of the houses.
out that he hadn't eaten in The boy did not speak.
awhile so they bought him a
Presley noticed that the child
pizza.
still looked hungry after the ice
He told them he was on his cream, so he bought him a
way to his daughter's house in candy bar and continued to
Indiana. The officers drove him drive around. The captain was
to a place where they thought beginning to wonder what to do
he'd have a g()(d chance of with him.
He drove up to Evergreen
getting a ride.
Not long after they had Terrace and stopped to ask
returned to the s~tion, they some people if they recognized
received a message ab;}ut an the child. They did. Presley
escapee from Anna Mental returned him to his parents. On
Health and Development the way back to hiS car, the
Center. The discription, they people told Presley that the boy
realized, fit the hitchhiker did this sort of thing all the
almost exactly.
time..
Braswell told the story of the
Presley said with a laugh, "I
time he had to escort a celebrity felt so sorry for him. He looked
to a concert. He picked up so sad." All the time I thought
Charlie Pride at Ramada Inn he was lost, he wal? g~tt.ing.k.e
and while' they were on their cream, a candy bar and a ride
way to the Arena, the police in a patrol car.
radio announced that a
Braswell remembers the time
disturbance had broken out University Security was called
between two fraternities.
to break up a riot. DemonAn officer called for an strators were chased around the
ambulance because a guy's leg Thompson Point area and ended
'had be'etr torn orr. \.-lla'rlie Pride' up-jiimplng in thE lake.
When they refused to come
gasped. The officer called back
8y Debra Colburn

Do You MI•• Mom'. Sunday
Dinner.?
The 0a.1. Ha. Family Style Dinner.
Every Sunday
Fried Chicken with Six Side Dishes
Served In Sottomles Sowls

Serving l1am-7pm
ALL YOU CAN EAT
Ju.t Like Hom.

ashore, police officers were sent
to herd them in with a boat. One
of the demonstrators saw the
boat coming aad shouted, "The
S.O.B.'s have even got a
Navy!"
Braswell also
recalled
another incident that look place
during the time of riots on
campus. Some police officers
spotted some scuzzy characters
crossing the railroad tracks
after curfew one night. The
officers told them to go home.
After they left, an officer
noticed some sunglasses on the
ground. He assumed that they
belonged to one of the members
·of the group that had just left.
He smashed them with his
nightstick for spite. Later when
he reached into his pocket for
his sunglasses, they were gone.

'.1.••

R.-\PPY HOUR

801 E. Moin

M2.,1l -Fri. 8:30.9:30am
4:00·7:00pm

Hrs. Bam-20m

ph. 549·4841

-qooodard

Dr. Brian E. Woodard
CHIROPRACTOR
OFFICE (618) 529-4545

Hours By Appointment
604 Eastgate Dnve

P.O. Box 3424

After Hours Emergency
(618) 457-8776

;r1\

Carbondale, illinOIS 62901

TONIGHT
IN THE lARGE BAR:

ilWb\
315 S.

Illinois

529-3851

T.J. 'S PROGRESSIVE
HAPPY HOUR 3-8pm
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BEER
Augsburger
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!

Jack Daniels

a

LIQUOR
BI~ck
Whiskey

75Omll~_

$6.99
and Strohs light
$4.48

12/12

cans

Burnett's
white satin gin

750ml

$4.49

$~:~9 5i'H
OtJ St]lt·

12112

WINE
Vivante
.Wine
$4.25
rebate
coupon$2.50
your cost $1.75

Cella Lambru
750ml

$1.99

~v.~~~IJ~

l.Sl

$3.49

750ml

$4.49

Rose-Rubeo-Branco

$4.49

9am-lam M-Th
9am-2am Fri. &
1pm.l am Sun.

BUSCH

Lancer's

NR bottles

J!I
I r

6pkg.
$2.48 cans

Miller

NR. bottl,,:;
$4.78

12/12

Drewry's
$2.99
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BLEUFLAMBE
AT.-The Bar Star.

12/12

cans

750ml
Rum

750ml

$4.89

walker'S,
Vodka
750ml

$3.99

8J'~~~~~
9'e-t~9'~
f?'unt.I~

!h~ [p~

.AlaIi

5~9-~833

Main Street construction set
Con!>truction to widen West
Main Street from the Oakland
Avt'I\l!~ intersection west to the
, Old Main Street intersection
will begin Tuesday.
The $284,000 project, funded
by the Illinois De~rt!'lent of
Tr:>nsportation, Will Increase
the number of traffic lanes on
the section of highway from
three to four, widening it 44 feet.
Work has been scheduled so
that two lanes of through traffic
and access to side streets and
business entrances will be kept

open at all timl~s.
Left turns from through lanes
onto Oakland Avenue will be
prohibited, however.
In addition to widening, new
curbs, gutters and sidewalks
will be constructed. The contractor (or the project is
Evansville Cement Finishers
Inc., in Randolph County.
Motorists should expect some
deiays from the project due to
traffic congestion said J. F.
Newton, district engineer for
the roOT.

Today's Puzzle
ACROSS
1 Ms. O·Orsay
5 Simulates
9Swagger
14 Opposed:
dial.
15 Food fiSh
16 Emanate
17 Separate
18 Run
19 Make tardy
20 NATO and
SEATO
22 Detour
23 Agr_bIe
24 Unconflned
25 Stage
wh~

28 Sign up
again
32 Roomier

33 Earltes1
34 8eYerage
35 MOSlem tutor
36 Faml'les

378r_·s
yeast
36 Auto 01 yore
39 TwISts
40 FIgure out
41 umlts

43 Reproved
44 Iowa City

45 Ruminant

46 Interfere
49 Utensils

53 Once more
54 Metal
55 DirectIOn
56 Rent again
57 Negative
contrectlon

56 MI. Haywortn

59 Hast_
60 Mott«
Sheep
61 BlemIsh

Puzzle answers
are on Page 7.

DOWN
1 Go TQQdI8Sa
2-Stnllrin-

SkY.

3 DIscharge
4 Behind one

8110"-

5 Storage

areas
6 Soup

7 Man's narne

22 Garm.lt
24 Brackens
2S CognIZant

roomers
39G....
40 Pung

26 Quartz glaas 42 Weapon
27 Foo4
43 Millen
28 '(ernerl

money

8 Reposed
29 Austria's
9 Con8pIcuoue
neIg"bor
10 Gad abo<.1
30 Ten!1is shot

11 Solemnity

31 Subdued

12 Addict

331_

t3 Qmar's
;woduct

36 PromISIng
one

21 Rank

37 Some

45 Non-producer
4f: Bakad l1ern

47 U'i author
48 Offenses: law
491_
50 Temporal
51 This: Sp.
52 - Chamber
54 FlsII

Guardian Angels
held in Joliet
for trespassing

Banins Cases

8y The Associated Press

The arrest of five members of
the Guardian Angels on
criminal trespass charges in
Joliet was the group's first
scrape with authorities in
Illinois.
But since Curtis Sliwa formed
the group in 1979. the Guardian
Angels have had more than
their share of run-ins with
policE'.
Law enforcement authorii.ies
nationwide have characterized
them as publicity-seeking
vigilantes, and they have been
likened to everything from the
Hitlp.r Youth Movement to the
Boy Scouts.
At the height of their
popularity, the Guardian
. Angels numbered almost 4,000
strong and operated chapters in
41 U.S. cities and three in
Canada. Organizational and
financial problems have since
forced the closing of many of
those chapters,
Some of their past scrapes
with law enforcement officials:
- In February 1982. a
Newark, N.J., grand jury
cleared two policemen in the
December 1981 shooting death
of Guardian Angel member
Frank Melvin,
- In September 1982, Lisa
Sliwa, wife of the group's
national leader and one of thOSE:
arrested in Joliet, was arrested
by authorities in Toronto on
charges of violating a municipal
bylaw by soliciting people for
membership in a restricted
downtown area.
- In October 1982, 24 Guardian Angels were taken Into
custody after refusing to leave
shacks they had erected on the
grounds oi Gracie Mansion,
residence of the Mayor of New
York Ci!y:..._

WHY SHOULD YOUR
PARENTS BE PARENTS OF i
THE DAY?
BENEFITS: Winner receives complimentary
accommodations for parents at Holiday Inn
of Carbondale, flowen for parents, VIP
seats at Saluki football game, meals compli~
menu of the stUdent Center ~
RULES: 100~300 word essay on "Whv My
Parent(s) should be Parents of the Dav."
ou
e type or handwritten neatly.
Undergrads onlv.
DEADLINE: Spm Sept. 23, 1983 in the SPC
Office, 3rd floor, Student Center.

HOSie Hole
Baseball and Softball

I
I
I
I
I

Fast & Slow Pitch
18 Hole Miniature Golf Course
Fall Hour.: 6:00·10:30 Man· Thurs
6:00-11 :30 Fri
1:00-11:3050t .. l:00-l0:3OSun.

0'21 E. Grand
Carbondale

139.50 .y
••I •••••
Includ.
Your prescription In clear glass
lenses with frame and case.

Y.ln Soft

$125

L.n... ==

TrhII

Include. Everything

• Standard Thin B & L Soft Contact Lenses
• Eye Exam • Case • Thermal Sterilizer
• Solutions. Replacement Werranty Program

..... Day Op'lc. . . ..."lc.
• We fill presaiptions from any optometrist
or opthalmologist
• Eyes examined by Dr. Fred W, Wood, 0.0.
• Offer expires September 30, 1983.
I

.VISION CENTER
114 N.III.

457-2&14

Carbondale

1971 BMW RiiiOS vette; fairing
$2100, or best 4S7;i166. 2121Aclf'
1977 SUZUKI

.. c..111 ..111ed "'_at_ Ra_
.. 15 Wonl MlaIm.m

GS400,

Vetter
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relpo.llble 'or more tbaD ODe
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FOR SALE

I

I ~:.reDOtir~~s~!1~uir!~rc:s'
ciIl.I 525-1289.

.

Automobile.
UCELLEN"'t CONDITION, 197'9
Monte Carlo. Am-fm stereo, radio,
B-track l AC, fulll' loaded and
powereo. Must sell. Call DaV1!, ~
Wl.
1392AalO
1976 CAMERO LT, 35(1 4-sp'eed.
Good condition. Btlst offer. Can
457-7148.
1788AalO

:e:.

~t:?~A A'~ie,
brJ~,
starter,_ S~ks .. _~ire!l.!...~auery.

I

2209Aall

1964 RAMBLER, RUNS excellent,
dependable. ~.Nice around town

I :i:n~~ 549-8r73~ave
1980 DATSUN

=t.'o

Lig.'!t blue,

~X.

I automatic, air, am-fm cassette,
I r=o\!~t;f~:.ll~~_£'I~~ition.
2233Aalll

I

l806Aa10

1976 FIAT 131 Station wag::.!J

offer,

~~O

1980 CHEVY CITATION, a-c:, amfm ,!-cassette player, power

~~f!~~eftC::::r Ib~~:::

1973 CHEVELLE_
I cassette,
457-2245
$800,

~i4

Parts & Servlc..
WHY PAY EXTRA? Tuneup,

dermi~y

r:.'domesticll_~_

687-3195.

lDIder Blue Book, Call

2079AaJ.0

1974 CAMARO, AM-FM stereo,
ne~ battery, new tires, ,ood

~. Has some rust. ~

l:i:r-i~.r~:~~~xc!L':1. It,:r

Sf'li. $2200 ot' best offer. Call

~

2075AalO

<4048.

1976 MERCUR\ BOB'A.T station

::I:'ta2~~;~sdl,:v,:: ~if:.
;r~~~~y':~~: ~~,

~~~. Prof::r~ aer-

~

Motorcycl••
1980 HONDA CB750K DOHC Vetter
Fairi~, Trunk, new i-eader '"

r::..

ery clean, $2000 ~:bS:i'i

1980 HONDAMATIC 400. Low

:no::~'::,~~=~~::~

~ ftos:.r ~~cill~~~~~e
after 4:00p_m. 549-8439.

SUMMER SALE,

1998Ac13

1980 Suzuki

~~diti~i~fol}~!. ~~V~:
• Ir1 DODGE CORONET 440. Beige, I leave message.
2029AcIl
AC,

31B-en~ne,

excellent con-

!!.t::~1:'°?s7~Je:r $~~~~

..u<:Tetia, message.

21l0Aa13

YAMAHA 'IT 200. BOU~W in
1982. Has bead and tail· ts. 5491684.

cIS

~~: ~tm' ~~wr.:' ~::,'!~r~::S=
~.P=~. ompon~~t1:lo
$1115 or best. 549-7150, 7-1~CIC

1979 CHEVETTE 4-SPEED
blac\ no rust, very c:Iea!!J. Call
;n~ eoo, After 6 p.m. ~~

1174 YnAMA 250 Enduro. Good
~...&'Joo. Runs great $380. Also
anotber cycle - same model •
make for p8rta. $70. Call ~o

1" PLYMOUTH FURY ilL 55,000
miles, excellent condition, new
items, $&<ill, call 549-4576 after
Sp.m.
2115Aal0

SMITH DODGE LATE

~500~975.~

fairing).,!~76 Honda 7S0 c:cL..!978
Suzuki W) 1000, 1982 Honda :IiIMI cc

TOYOTA CORONA STATION

~~lfl53~'~
• 74 MONTE CARLO.

1WDIDer'

v=-"7:1~ur~~.:!t.
~
bike Z50 cc 1975 Honda 550 cc with
~"::~ZIn~~tf~e:~~
~~J.,a.l~~ext

to

Uni;i~'l~1.t

Tilt, air

r:=c:L:fl:io. ~~~:
and
2l25Aal0
1975 VW RABBIT,

~

recent
valve J9b, new brakes53runa exeellent, best oIfer, 457~1 2148Aal!

BETA VCR RENTAL. carbondale
Video Films, 1182 East Walnut
(behind University Mall). 457·7859.
_______________
1~

$650

$700

STEREO SYSTEM (PIONEER)
Speakers(2) HPM-40, torr.tab!.]
~~~~k, tuner, amp~~g10

Miscellaneous

BUY

GRIZZLY ADAMS RANCH. 80
acres. on good road, 40 tillable. 2
creells, sp~, cave, bounded over
SIl percent by forest preservt' in
Pope County (4S miles from
Carbondale). Has 7 room bouse
plus mobile home pad
$75,!IOO. 8 percent financing
avadable. Call coJl~ct (314) 231·
3533.
1780Ad20

I

i

i

with bath

!

I

JENNTS ANTIQUES a. used
fUrnittre, Carbondale. Buy and
sell. Old Route 13 west. 'fum south
Midland Inn Tavern. Go 3 miles.
549-4!r78.
81647A':18

!~~~I45~~.jtOsJ~I~'lgl:s
AKAI REEL TO Reel. PIQ!!f!er
receiver. Garard turntable. Sansui
Speakers RelUistic caSMtte. All or
part. Call Friday after 711m orweekends 54&-1265
2197AglO

'249

TDK SA90

SAVE-40%

'269

MAXELl

BETA VIDEO FILM rentals.

~~~t c!~~~ ~~d~~~n • UDXLH90
Inc. 1182 East Walnut (be~ind

AUO PASS,
LOVELY 3
bedroom. frame home, fireplace
20xlo) out building chain link
fence. l00ltl70 lot and much more.
893-2900, 893-2340 anytime or 5361575 weekdays.
BI832Ad22

SAVE 40%

~~~~~~\.!fic:y~~7.~~ ITrlll~i

SPEAKER WIRE

GOOD ASSORTMENT OF used
black" white and color TV's. $6S

foot SAVE 50%

54

~.~ ~ti~W;~~r:hOP' la:ul~~~~

PATCH CORDS

SAVE
~:iONEY!-QUALITY
NICE llEMODELF.D HOME.
Full bas...ment on one aCn! in An1a.
Absolutp.ly reduced for quick sale.
time)
for
sale. Each comes wi~
$21,000. 833-2257.
1948Ad22 :

~~~'1~ ::UI~a~~~~

'199 set SAVE 40%

21 ~..t~n~ ~~~~:.:;;a~a:~
~~ils~~:A~. ~,:,o. ~j,?%~h, : fi~rl:(~us20J.~~r ~~ (or ~a

WE REPAIR All BRANDS

NEW & USED
STEREO'S

5 MILES CAMPUS, 3 bedroom

handling charge). Wc~lgan
1511Ad23
residents add 4 percent sales fax.
ANNA, 5 ROOM House. '¥. I To order: Send name, address, and
check or mon~ order made
basement, central heat, well inI, ryable
to The Eve~reens Co.,
=t:!
or 1-673-~61 evenings.
204Mdn I ·Pon?iac~~I~.35 . ~~1

. Mobile HOlI!e.
AM-FM

:::
battery, brake SasTem recently

~!:c~~Gtires. =~~:

Electronla

COBRA PUSH
BUTTON
TELEPHONES

I

KEEP KOOL CHEAP Air conditioners. SOOO BTU 1l0V $6S 10,000

'13 9 '

paC=:i [ W.~~~lt:,x'CaWJds.~. $135,

1!;ISAa10

1975 HONDAMATIC. RUNS well.
good mpg, new battery, needs

=r6~m.Best

J&J Col", m S. 1114S7-6al

S300

LAKEWOOD PARK. NEAR Crab
Orchud Lake. Trailer and lot $500
:f'~. Small moothly

~~~~Dt!:-ba'lfe:;: ti:l.#J850
~l203.

CoI_J_lry.C. . . II.....tc.

1~~~d~~~i~~~

119,000 miles. Call Mike ~964.

negotiable.

!
!

DATSUN 280Z. 1976. Fair conditio:l. Needs some work. $3000.
529-3774 or ~2317.
21nAalO
1956 FORD TRUCK. Runs great
$42S or best offer. 1-9118-8203.
2179Aall

For Anything Of
Gold Or :.ilver

2120Ae15

• , SPIDE;R WEB. ..
ar.d sell
•• LAKE OF EGYPT" Newer used furDilure and antiques. South
011 Old 51. 54&-1782.
B1311Af.w
owner built 2700 foot home 011 2.29
acres~ ISO foot water frontage
ti.OOD. CLEAN. USED. Fur·
sootee! aocll, four bedroom. three
mtu:e RR 149. Hurst. 11 miles
. &brooms. (ireplace, heal pump,
N~rtheast of Carbontisle. Miss
~!~ai.a[~5. drapesi~819 Kitty's.
1261Afi2

t

, 73 AfTSTIN MARINA, 4 door,
automatic, am-lm caslIette. 30
mPil. $600. 549-8168.
2163Aa13

INSTANT CASH

IOX50, NEWLY REMODELED

~ Mil. South of the " ' - 549-0531

218CiAall

I

m::J':~wc~~~~:m~~r:n~ I
the rate applicable for the number
of insertions It appears. There will
also be an additional charge of I
$1.00 to cOVe!' the cost of the

r.ec';::Jfecrr~~:; must be
paid in advanO'! ex~ fr:.' those
· accounts wi~ establiShed credit

Real E.tate

=~"':t':i1!~i_~c

your ad. caU 531-3311 be'are IZ: .. )

_
'or CDDeelladoD ID &b( Dut
.y" . ,•.

METALLIC blue..
1976 VW
Rabbit. Air, stereo. DO rust. $11190.
549-8426.
2183Aa13
1971 CHEVY IMPALA. Air,etre:er

i

1967, l2x55TWO bedroom. $3000 or

S800

78 Hondo 750
75 550 Honda 5.5.

, 70 Triumph 650
?:5 Kawalakl 100

1978 ACCORD.

: GALICENO HORSE 14.2 hands .
; ~~~~~nll~r&,~t~
2053 after 5 pm.
2249Afl4

~th·n!!Jf.riJ~w:~n:fUm:~
an?water heater. storage I~
~!stl!i,=~~~.p~t~~

1973 DATSUN COUPE. Runs well
~:'s~~. $200 ~raJ!::8
42,1>00 miles. $3300.

l:o~ta~~L:~~=~~

optloo to buy. 457-7823.

I
r::M'l:! ~~~~e~~t ~o;.:

tenaioo. One large bedroOm, g8l

~i.e:~':!a\leU~~'!JF;e:r

1175 HONDA XL250. Rebuilt
motora:;:: tlre{ and brakes. 70
grea. $400 o'M~

'p,lblicatioo. ADWUn!! ~.
~t;rl ~~=:.u go in followina

. USED DESK AND chair. $25 or
tJP.st offer. ~550'"7.
2235Aflo

$1500.00. 529-2040 or alter 5:00 at
457-5240.
21SOAelO

1983 HONDA IIIiO NilWtllawk, mint

All Classified Advert:t"f, m\''IIt

CHEAP RE.\sONABLE UVING

Wsar:M~ggrl~eo~~sUPi;:

i

I

~~!O:~~1~r. C~:~:I

9lA~.

1\TJi:W:.

COFFEE table,

I ~~t!:iri~'l~ ~s~~~~:
I Reasonable! <ra.1 54&-~484 after
I 4:00 p.m.
ia144Afl0

1975 FIFTH AVENUE, 12x56 2

THE NEARLY NEW A consigllmenl-resale shop, Accepts f01'

'24·' LIST '65

~~I

=-=~c~~~.~:wlSo. ~~=~ii~~~
51, close to campus, $6000, 457-8)33. 1 have for sale excellent used

549-1sr.=

I

180lAe2Al
merchandJse tit grea!ly reduced
-VE-R-Y-Nl-CE--TW-O-bedr-oo-m-I973C:;~Cj:ie.12:r~~st fr!~incr~~~t
Sunshine, $5700. Ready to move . u10n_.!!~... ~. onday thru ~~rd!lY

~~~f:~_~~e Pa~~A1:io

i
I

CARBONDALE. EXTRA NICE
1971 Eden, 12 wide, skirted '" I)
st!!Sg:;d, 2 bedrooms, air, ,
:ncho~:in::;i!dap=:i:3' ~~~ ;
fenCed y'ard. Can 8tll3 on same I
~uve lot. Pets Ki~i !
RENT TO OWN JI:8!l of Y.Otll'

~'1Jt

~~i~I=3:'h~~r;;~~

air, dishwaslJer, 529-3563. 1893Ae21

.

........

'N

SEIUSFOR

<UV/4Af2S

KENMORE

SMALL
Has
Ice cube ~er. B-Uam. Pa;J)a,
453:-5751,457-8518 wet'.kdays.
~FRIGERATOR <1.5). $70.

book•.

1968 DETROITER. lOXSO with &xl0
tipout. Car,pet, A-C, ,as heat,

=o~~_::.i:m~-4~
between >8pm.

2l8lAe10

Par=

EXCELLENT CONDITION 2-

=~~,l't:
~, underpinned,
ste~ne s..~
clays (Joyce), 457-8555 after

M:)J

SpIn.

2087Ae10

~~ ::te':'~~,YJ;~~

~ &:~ =g':.'lYja~9

'a:;"",:!~. training.

ASK US HOW YOU CAN
NOW HAVE AN APPLE FOR
AS UTTU AS $90.00 A MONTH

210AflO

FOR ALL YOUR household needs
we have used furniture, small and

WITH THE APPlE CREDIT PlAN.

~~~'::~~~, ri~;Siors~re:e IIIE RO COMI:JUTE'!J
=tE~r:.~~~Ir~tC~~ ~~~~~~~;'!I,=A:a
Murphysboro, 684-5439. 18214AflO
AIR CONDITIONERS,

FOR SALE: CHEAP reasonable
living ~ers. 10x50, 2 bedroom
furDislied hv":!4! trailer. Good
cooditiOil. Call 457-24S9. 1917Ae21

715 S. Un'-nlty
_
On n.. blond 529-4757

App!•• IBM & Osborne
Mlcrocomput.rs

5 - 9000

.RIIIO . .PAl.

1m, 12l155, TWO-BEDROOM, A-c'1 BTU, 22OV. No cases, $25, each.
woodburner, apr!illnces, $3200.
~3620 after 7p'.n.
1913Aell

SAVE 40%

STEREO
CARTRIDGES

1891Ah1

A!'[o
. W~er-mer. IOX1.2 :oiled. 14x20
awnmg.
-2671r:.'71I7-82!'h'1OAelll

-

457~166.

2l23Al11

Ovet 1.000.000

TWIN SIZE TRUNDLE bed and
stereo phono~rapb wi th built in

USED COUCH MURPHYSBORO.
Good condition. Plaid, con'empory, earth lones. $65. {'.aU
alter 4 pm. 1IlM-S306.
2188Al'lS
GARRARD (AO MKD) TURN·
TABLE $15; atra firm kinpize .

mattress Cexcelli:!nl ~ODditloo) ~

~~w,ea$:l; ~ 'l'lio ~
weed-eater.1u, 529-1~2189Afl5
FULL S'ZE MATTRESS and

:~~,~~EC~

7551.

21112Af13

ritpCllred.

7

repair from '"""'""" In electronla

A"' ___''''''''''''

~ll~-:W~~ ,~~~

SMITH CORONA ELECTRIC
~~e ~writer, m:t el 2200.
firm,
:r....leT w ~~

WCltts

yean .xperIence Ir. Quality . _

"'.::ra.frown .... oIdtro6n ........ l

I

STEREO

SADINAUDIO
......... .ny ...... -..
All 1'.... 0 . . ....
..... AA-IIII/I. -.-.. Ie ......

."off
.............

- - ...- " - 1 -........

........,
"MAD
HARD
IVC

A_

YAMAHA
MAItMANI
KAIIDON
NA.A~

~

KINWOOD

MnIHUeIIMi

natNta
~

,. A-"o
IPtCA

GRADO

AND MAN'!" 0TMn ..ANOS

1977 SUZUKI 75OCC, custom
.~ocks, and seat, lugg~ rack,

~'w.bar,greatnmner.
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21~":lo

OPEN SUNDAYS
•
Call belen. coming ~1
':iU

Sou,,, s,.

COUNTRY PARK MANOR"
EFF-$I35
I-Bed. SI60
9 & 12 m'Jnth controcts_
30 dOj' controcts also
availabl •.
All with Prlvat. Bath,
A/C. and Kitchen Foc.
Newly Remodeled
Sli"nt!v ~i~her.
NO Deposi! with
Approved Credit.
Call 529-1741
_"CURITY PAlIIOLLlD

Electronic.
14·1 TILIVISICA~
. RENTtt.. RE~~\E~/W:l:-AIR
SALE ON ALL NEW ZENITHS
USED COl~ T.V.'S FOR SALE
$160.00 UP
T.V. REPAIR FREE ESTIMATES
715 S. ILLINOIS AVE,

451·7'"

T.V.
RENTAL

14x7() CONCORD. 1977 three
bedroom. Carpeted. Free move.
skirting, porch. 684-3414. 2254BclO

MoblleHome.

I

$175-month. Available now: Also
taking fall (9 month) contracts.
Phone 549-.)612. 549-3002 after 5
p.m.
BI272Bcl>:

,.

BEDHOOM TRAILER.
~~s'39~C' no pets. Le~3!isfl~o
TWO

...,......

[2 bib. from Campua)
51.5••ewtl....
"'·24M 457-7M1

i
I

O~E

pets.

;~:::lbl~~_I~~~~:gJ~~.

GIenWlII...., ........
S10S.UnI_ty
"7·7M1 ""-2454

Bicycle.

PARK TOWN APTS

MARION. AKC BLACK Lab pups.

"
2012AhlO

,

P.rfect for motur. prate. Iionoi.
800+ _q. h. In a 2 becIr""", aport_ . Air, .",.,..... polio or baIcany

Robert, 529-3435, 549-8385. 2166AilO

ULTIMATE
Best
of

:~tc!J)Bj~.y~~.r~~Ai~~

Image. lighted. "ff-Itr. .t porting.
• . . , . - lod<obI. It......,.. co\)l.
TV. locoted behind Corboncloi.
Clinic. $35O/mo. Novw allowing.

Camera
NIKON FM 35MM. Like New.
Star..:ta."d Lens " flash inch.:_d
$250 01 best offer.
2100Aj12

549-8556.

1936Bb12

GUITAR LESSONS!
all

E~rienced ~rformer teaches

NICE THREE BEDROOM house.
Nine month lease. S301). 405 East
Snyder. Close to Rec. 529-~Bbl2

1796An20

:r~~~2~~~~~~~~~O=

~2m!~D~.2~~. ~-1 ~m1.-2

..... ac.. to c:.np...
...-bedtoom: 212 Hospital Or .. 809

PRIVATE ROOM &: BATH in nice
~~ quiet house. Even~lB':{i

NEAR CRAB ORCHARD. Two
bedroom-double insulated. No
I682Bc18
pets. 349-7400.

§lM~f:-\J~ t;o~rw::.t

waste money. callus, ~BC21

=

~oCWec~:e~t, ~~
~
dishwasher, 529-35';).
~Bc21

~;rouri:uJ:;!t:a~l~in~:~

Water and trash rcaid.

Pets

~0~rt'::re'6~~~able ~1~i~~
NICE TWO AND three bedroom
mobile home>. Lease reqUired. No
pets. 54~5596 after p.m. 2084Bc13

5

10xS0 QUIET, A-<::, carpet, water.
pets, Si~G.~l~

~~~e~~~~~o

1:~s~~~fS~~~~~e;Th

3-BEDROOM FURNISHED. 407
~~~~ Across from n'BI~'B!Io
ONE, TWO & three bedroom
apartments. Furnished, lease-no
pets. 529-1539.
182OBalO
NEW ONE BEDROOM apartment.
all electric, water and trash pick~~~~~i on beautiful ~~78
CARTERVILLE
EFFiCIENCY
APARTMENTS. Furnished.
water p,::id. $110-month. Im-

~~:~.cl~~W,l: R~~11i

~r::k~~~:rmP~~!~~~~~~: ~~

~:JA.~~:;b.Contact ~~~o

:;:~in..~cri1. 684-5917, 457BW~If~

3-BR VF.RY NICE house w-ac.

CRAB

2214Bbla

ORCHARD ESTATES.

Small 2 bedroo>ms. '175. Ap~liances. carpet. Natural ~"'.

~~ents welcome. Hurgk:i'i

UD1Versi~
~alli~'

J5:all, 6 blocks from
0 pets. $185 ~I~~

NO DEPOSIT. TWO bedroom.
furnisbed, AC, gas beat. Dew
drapes, storm winllows, ~ mile
from campus. Real cleaD.=~.

, t::si~pua.

No pets 457-7639.

i--------------------, 121:1;0 TWO-BEDROOM, quiet;

ONE ~EDROOM FURNISHED
apt. 403 W. Freeman, available

:=~.a~l.;.-':.I5-moothB~~jo

FURNISHED 1-2 BEDROOMS.

~fgs::~,~&~ m=~

8EDROO~A

$390

529·1539

f~tro:'~~~~s util;ti~~64~~

TOO NICE _"OR Carbondale. I
Bdrm. available in 3 BOrm. house.
Spacious living areas w-fiz:eplace,
wood floors, porch. large kItchen
~-m:w~r. Come see ~~Se~J

A'-oS- _ & Aput.'.

FREE BUS
TOSIU

ONE ROOMMATE NEEDED for

~~:=Ti~~1~~~s ~

. - Laundromat

~or~~.f~~, w~rffieero

- CABLEVISION

tYI

--

[ ...........~_u.

.~

ROOMMATE NEEDED FOR
Large secluJed country house 11

~I:, f~~d~~~=s.!'e~:tthn~~

responsible DOD-smoker preferred.

:irore~~ftrst~e~~~~r2rent

and
2168Be13

Onlyof2Campus.
mU..
North
Singl. Rat..
Available

SHARE TWO BEDROOM with
great male roommate. Close to
campus, $125-monht. Call ~~3

, Is.. our Di.ploy Ad
/HWY51NORTf+

FEMALE: 2-BEDROOM APT.

~~Ii'UtihIT:t· ~~W ~4~~~~,i'~~_

furnished, shaded. a-c.

~out.iJ

Hwy.

.~: ~Io:~ ~~pus. R~~~
FRONT AND REAR t,edroom.
Two full baths and central air.
Water
sewage, law" care
provided. No pets. 549-0\33, 54i7043, Ike.
2217Bc12

2224BelO

5293.

Duplexe.
NEW
TWO
BEDROOM
Townhouse. unfurnished, air
conditioned, reasonable utilties,

~e::~sS::~22s~ J:i:..~~98

529·1539

~Ona~~r~~2 ~=I~~d

~~ :'C::rid ~:::t. ~~I~:. :

THREE & FOUR

NEED rEMALE ROOMMATE to
share nice two bedroo:n trailer,

Warren.cI.
(Just off I. Pnrtc St.)

2 BEDROOM TRAILER
GOOD CONDITION

pl.....

=:nm~.e~aTr~~~~~· ~

; provided. 34!1-385O.

...............

$130

2173Bb12

CARBONDALE. 8 MfLES rural. 2

=~~area. $160-ml)~f~~~2

549-3000

MURPH,"SBORO,
'~-BDR.,
CARPORT, yard, refrigerator.

MAKANDA TWO BEDROOM
house, $200. 684-W4.
B2199i\b28

SHARE TWO BEDROOM apartment witb law student. Nice, quiet,

..... w.Ity .......

1'f1

2151BelO

WANTED FOR 2-BEDROOM
Trailer, available immediat~.
~~g~ ~m~~k.a~~t, M Ibu
2145Be17

Phone: 457·12" ep.n Sat.

-$145-$360

gf~ t~O~~~~~ 7~ ~~o J:f!u\~'

~~~~~tro~~~~~t::

5: 00 at 457-5240.

for more informat~on or to ....

~l !~~~~ no ~~~~

OLDER ONE. BEDROOM. $100.
One person. Close to Rec Center.
Nine month lease. h30. 529-1368.
Bl931Bc12

10l1S0 MOBILE HOME. Located
.,! NO.7 Pleasant Hili TrailerCourt.
Gas heat, some furniture. Perfect
for one ~. Owner want!! quick

• 1 & :1 Bedroom Anchored
• Nicely Fumished & Carpeted
Energy Saving & Underpinned
• New! Laundromat Facilities
• Natural Ga.
• Nice Quiet & Cleon Setting
• Near Campus
• Sorry No Fets Accepted

II~l'i~JIIU.-'*
l
,,,,UOMES

FOR

c;~;:g! 995-2402 evening:i~~~~

'or.all

.1 or 2 baths
.2 or 3 bedrooms

No
1779Bco10

ROOMMATES

!e:rU~\lsS~N:1.:: ~~hg:~

NowA_llgbl.

~~~e=~::I'a:~~~
:~eg'aJf::m:'S5~~t45¥.13.

TWO

._tIIl ........

12x60,

$4OO-mo. CaJ! after 4 pm'~i~l:~i5

~~~it. ~:&r~Sart!:15p~~'

w.

mil.
have more
5Jt..lt12
5Jt... . .

~~~~~~·de~,t~~JsJ.ll~IJfc21~·

SMALL QUIET PARK.

ROOMMATE
NEEDED.
2
BedrO<'m Mobile Home. Fullv
!l!'Plianced, including. Washer"
i7~~·O~;ll~D. quiet Im4~~1l

" you don'l Ilk. tt-.

CARBONDALE 2 MfLES North. 2
bedrooms. Carpet. air, un-

ONE AND TWO bedro'lm. fur-

Apartments

~:_W.Cheny.

2-bedruom: .0100 Y;'. Oak. ~ S. ""'"
«J6ChenyCourt

FURNISHED, NATURAL GAS,
laundromat, and tl'f.l€!!. Phone ~57B2172BcI6

C81:ted, anchored, underpinned.

:;'three
4 ~~~Fee
. ~~ cT:,~d~~~
bedroom house at 416 S.

W. College, 303 S. Foreat • .oIOS S.
~• .oIGSw.Cherry

8924.

EXTREMELY LARGE, NICE 2
bedrooms. L~e yard, Cl!J1)et, a-c,

.

ROOMMATE WANTED FOR nice
large three bedroom house.

1:30·5:00 M·'

Av:;ilable now or fall. No pets
please. 457-8352 before IOli~p :1:.

REHEARSAL STUDIOS FOR
~nt, discount musical sales. 71~ S.

~~~4~~ surroun~J~4

Roommate.

NON-SMOKING ROOMMATE
wanle<!. Trailer near Crab Orchard Lake. $90 month plus '"
utilities. Nice area. 54~3504.
2080BelC

~a~~~l ~~~and BOSl~1ni~

2082An25

2246~

.'

ORCOMEIY

Now R.nllntl 'or '011

1'-2
BI402BclO

FURNISHED
3-BEDROOM
HOUSE. 510S. Poplar'B2043Bbl0

~~R~ills II<sr;I:. ~~~~~'JdiOS,

2221Bdn

NEAR CAMPUS FOR Men and
WOIII!!O. Utilities included. Shown
by appointment. Phone, 549-2831.

~~~~US~1~~~1~.et.

CAMBRIA FURNISHED ONE

TWO BEDROOM HOUS!!.. 4 miles
from campus. S225-mo. i:llfurnished, call 549-4107. 8-5pm,
Mon-Wed., anytime after. 2015Bbl0

~::\~l~: ~ec1~di~sc\~ic~~

PARK ST •
CALl. 529-4301

~~~~rc~=~:S' fll'~C:io

HOMEFINDERS IVILL HELP )OU
lind a l\.>Jltal! For free service cali
529-5252 or 529-3866. Division of
Diederich Real Estate. Bl484Bbll

549-1r.l3.

~!:t~~: i:nCfl:r ~M$~If'i!.

594-3719.

PRIQS START AT ' 1 "

CARBONDALE
1 BEDROOM
mobile borne. A-c, furnished,
JUrmo. includes utilities. Dep!'Sit,
erences required 529-=Sc010

~~!i:s~~~~e~~~

Musical

~lr:S~~~ anyth'I~~O

- - - - - - - - -_.

HWY 51 S. 1000 E.

TRAILER.

TIIREE BEDROOM FURNISHED
or unfurnished. Close to sm. S420.
529-15;)9.
Bl398BblO

IMMACULATE
FOUR
BEDROOM house. Large back
yard. Lots of trees. EncloSed front

1973VWVAN. $1100.529-1561.
B2051AllO

MALIBU VILLAGE
MOilLE HOME PARK
SOUTH .. EAST

Le~fmo

RENT TO OWN part of your rent

House.
FOUR
BEDROOM
UNFURNISHED. Five blocks from
campus. $480. 529-1539. Bl399BblO

Recreational
VehlclG.

pets.

FURNISHED 2 BEDROOM mobile
homes. Glisson Court, 616 E. Park
Street.
I888Bcll

WoodruTf Servic••
457-3321

SOLOFLEX. r.ry PAIN your gain.
Brand new - cost me $545. Your
price: $445. Phone457-51~I27AklO

DO

N'DW.IIITIN'• •
SUMMI.aND.AU

TRAILERS CLOSE To campus.
Prices start $130 for two bedroOms.

CAItIlONOALE

~:~,NJf:iol~r~ ~~r:l ~~:

BEDROOM

- ~~s'39~C'

N_ taking Fall and Spring contractl
for efficiencies. 1 bedroom and 2 bedroom opl. 3 blockl from eornpul. No

Pet. & Supplle.

Call 687-4960.

~'lf~o;l~tU~' ~~~~r~:t~~ll?
~~~'t:~~~t~~~JJ~ufna~~f~

pets. laundry focllill...

JIt..4I33

FLAl~fENCO

ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT.
C(lmpletely furnished, ideal for

EHicienci. . and ) bedroom apt•. No

PlQCS ELECnlONl("";

caBOteALI. Soutt.ern Hospitality
..tw......... Manovem-t. CaIl.ol57·
3321 for your cl>olca of 3 bedroom.
air conditioned mobil .......... Of
Srv*-n or Mollbu "arks $28$-13101
Mo. Ooooi~","""""",

~:ate ;t~~~:-.fu~:~,

Now Renting for Fall and Spring.

LOW WleKLT RAns

BEST OFFER.
tourir.t
bicycle.

FALL. CLOSE TO campus, extra

1259BflO

Royal Rental.

DELUXE
NISHED,

DUPLEX,
FURthree
bedroom
~~~.quiet area. All el~tr~4fli

Available fall/spring
semester
Eff. Apts.· $145.00

Close to campus, water
and trash pick-up, furnished, AlC.

I

DUPLEX TWO ·BEDROOM--·
Carbondale. Nice. close to C8m~.
f320 dePQsit. lea,e, available
Imm·ediafely. 549-7723. 687~

HElP WANTED

Twa bedroom mobii~
homes, furnished, A/C,
country setting. $110$120 per month_
No pets.

457·4422
Daily EgyptIaD, September 2, 1915, Pap l'
.• _

.. "'.',.,r ':.

.

I

'~; .. 1').,

.'.J \

.::, _ "

'""
i CASE COORDINATOR COUN- i TYPUIG - THE OFFICE 4IJ9 West,
Main &treet. 549-3512. . 1588E16 ,
oomm_t..
SELOR. To provide case coor~~~~~an~~~r ~~~C:~~f:ta't~~an~ ;
Fall a. Winter semesters. Full and I their families in an outpatient , r:r~?ri~, P t!f~.rlP:~~u~~r!
R

·1

part

time.

e](~rience

No

mental health center setting.

p!>SIUODS

guaranteed no errors, reasonable
rates. 549-2258.
1645E17

I =~~caJie':!:l~:a:~Tex~~
Must be 18 years of q:e . working with the chemically

g~.~::a~~ O:ll!ob ~~~I:j~~!~~

CLOTHING

E~PERT
~ces. 1182

~J~er. ~-6~ra~:~~J8 I :;~~=~~~~~~op~~~ert

Soutblhinois Avenue.

Rf156C10

LAD IES EARN THAT extra income with House cI Lloyd World's

I Emilloyer.
ApP!ications accep~
until 9-19-83. Send resume to:

1841C21
P-R-O-G-R-A-M--C-O-O-R-D-I-N-A-T-O-RS
POSITION. Must be able to
manage, direct, plll~, and coordinate an outpatient mental bealth

~~:~ra~~~f:- 1!~tffie~~

starting salary $12,328. Ap:
p>intment above millimum baled

su~rvisory

Planning and D"evelopment
Commlaiion, PO Box 31CG_ CarborI;Jale, IL 12901. Application
de.\.:l~: September 2OJOJ9Il3. An

~~~I~~i:gdi1:' ~om~~rif~~
~=~~l~~~ ~a~ ~

Call ~b

Infor;:¥&'t

phYS!loro, II 62966. (618)549-8217

1775E20

SEPTEMBER SPECIAL. AUTO
painted and vinyl to!.,~. Paint

:33i~~a~~:J;~\ion-~dJ, ~~

5pm.

1797E20

DR.

SOOT MAGIC Chimney

~;;ra~oV~~'ln:rJ>~f~!S

cleaned. Certified .. Member of
N. C. S. G. Carterville 985-4465.
1741E20

•

NEED EXTRA MONEY? Set your :
own bours, sell Avon, call now,
Joan Sbannon. 549-4622. B21118C18
EXPERIENCED BICYCUSf TO :
ride front of tandem, 30-80 mile'
ridel
MOndaY-Tbursd~ :
~::n:got~~y, 0 .
2205Cl3

WANTED:

EXPERIENCED

P~<? [IaY~ lead guitarist, bull

r:~:oo~. ~:~.

sqer,
2O!!6Cl_~
_0
MAINTENAfoiCE MAN PARTTIME for trailer court. ~ plus

"---_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

~ e~[~~ce an~l~~?lSO

~~n'~D~I~r=:J i

g:~:~mhea:t ~~n \,!';J~:e~~ t~: i

submit a p~ for the provision
01 techniCal education cOnsultant

~~~:'¥'~'\:.w:: ~~
The JlUl1lI!Se 01 the P!'Oject

II!

I

!

to

~~cil ~u~Ji: ~ ~~ :

throush the establisbment of a
technical teacher training eenter

RN - OB DEPARTMENT. St.
Josepb Memorial Hospital. 6843156, ext. 286.
B2170ClS

eqwpment). Call54~. 1978E22

TYPING

SERVICES

EX-

~~~~:m~~.~,~rif'-811 =~~~Efn,~~. 'n~l !l..~i~~
Installations and Sheet M~
Mecbanical

~~~~c~~~eed, rea=~\~

specialist with expertise ~n instructional matenals includbg

THE HANDYMAN· PAINTIN&
glazing, plum bing, electrical'

Working;

UNIVDlITY APPlaMAnYi

ACTION OP'ICU
i lie Unlwralty AHirmotlYe ActIon
Offlc.r r.porto dlr.ctly to the
President Gnd II reeponslbl. for IfIe
d.v.lop .... nt. coordlnotlon, ond
monitoring of the Unl.....ity Equal
Employ."..,t Opportunityl AHlrmo11_ Action Progrom for foculty,
.toff. and .tvd.nts. The Offk.r
consults with Gnd advi_ IfIe Pmsldent on matt.n relating to the 1mplementotion of Federal ond Stote
legi.lallon ond regulofion. on AAI
EEO. a"'; acts 0& lIai ........_
.... Unlv.rsity and complianc.
. ogenei...
;.Aajor areas 0/ ...pomolbillty Include: revt.wlns recruitment and
..I..llon procedu.... ond IUI'lfi_
far hiring deci.i.....: developIng ~ empIormenI poIIcIe.,

and

~ct~r:.~~~~'la:':t

ministraL:on Expert with ex-.

ca~:~;r Au jg~!i~~e ~:~~~:
Q:;;.\ity work. Reasonable ratt~

the position desired. work wOuld '
beAIn in ;';ovember 19P3, March

~~~~ &~S::~J~. ~~~~ge.

Ban~

~~a~.~1!~: c~:t7~ work.

....

~e;Jboo!g ~pai~~~ t~~flrinti~§:

I::i~::a~e~~~~tu~';'~~~~~
I~Jrb~':6e lr:jj..Jhri!!~e:~~
for a tWIrV0!8r period, with a

rss:~~~i~':"~~ar:fd:atl~~o.:'o Sa~

2109E26

2133E12

2143En

PRIoNANT
call alRTHRIGHT

:ag

overseas allowanceouErovided .

Fr_ pregnancy t . .tlng

B':e~~t~(lfii~r:!"~rtt, gct:,'tg~

IfIe compu. community 0/ iMf1Inent
curr.nt Informolion: r •• olvlnll
complolnts; collecting. _llIOIIng.
and dI.tributlng .... ployment data:
pBpOriOil and coordlnotlns complionce r...' - : ond MrVing en
advocate far protected grou~.

EXTRA INCOME WEEKLY'
Attention Students: National

~:no~~~t~&~t~~~~::

, confidential as.l.tane.

549·2794
Mondoy ond Friday l2Noon-4pm
•••

II

~-------

WANUD

- ..

WANTED BROKEN AC'S. 5295290. Also Chevy Van.
1190Fll

~bo~' IL~~.R,

~1~2
LO$T

WATCH fOR US ••• THETA XI fRATERNITY
~""NEW BEGINNING

ChaIr. AffI~ ActIon OffIcer

~~,-=~~~.~&:t

0965E38

AREA.

$150.

Rust repaired. Ail J!l!int J{UL...nteed. LaCquer $250. Ilde mOl4inP,

for appointment for 1nf~~10

AIdhonr HaIl!!6

----............

CAKES DECORA'l'ED: PER·
SONALIZED birthday and weddin, cakes. AU occasions. Will
deliver. Callanytlme. S2f4':n:12

6:00.9:00Pln

People interested in entering
may write to Mike Van
Milligen, P.O. Box 2531, Car-

~

.

~ Z'.~. .•.i'.'.

~

".- -

HAYRIDE PARTIES! SCENIC
bayride and bonfire fun for all

~~Joofbeats,

45HT1II,

~=

CATCH THE BAGEL Bonanza

~::~~%'lFU: ~:.t.a:j
en~ an ice cream or shake.

:'

At the

nee to Giant City PBl'~~

Softball tourney
planned; proceeds
to Dream F actor-y

MACKINAW ROOM
STUDENT CfNTER

....

.

ENTEIH AINMENT

Concert Publishing is to place
notices of the ban at and about
me ticket office, parking lots
and other public places leading
to the concert arenas.

A benefit softball tournament
will be held from S·a.m. until
dark Sept. 10 and 11 at
Evergreen Park. Proceeds will
be contributed to The Dream
Factory, a group that tries to
help make wishes come true for
terminally ill children.
Deadline is Saturday for
entering the CCH!d slow-pitch
1:~-inch softball game. The entry
fee is $40 with $20 refunded.
Trophies will be given to the top
three teams. In case of rain, the
~~~n::~t will be h~ld on Sept.

~

SERVICES OFHRfD
DAVIS
CONSTRUCTIONANYTHING from a bole In your
roof to a whole new bolllle. InsUred,
references, free estlmates. 457-

CARS PAINTED

-~-~.......-

~)

...---

8438.

Southam IllIno18 ""'-WIy
c:.rtIondoI., UIInoII 629D!

\

~

SMiLE TODAY

_

s-ch CommIttaa
0Iftc. of tho "'-Idant

.......... -

- I. \

-.
(

SoIort campatItIw and - wrote with quollfladlone and _....--. Sand ...... of application,
_ , and_of tfna .....lip Octaber 1510:

2162P12

/'

~..jotSiUC.

DMI. . . . bodtgrounde Include:
IInowt.dga 0/ offInnotIv. octIon and
equol a"'play",ant oppor!unlty
poIle.... Iowa. and ,...Iottona _
....... p e r - ' poIIcI.lInd ....
~""""""""".tlall ..
... ,...rlanea: Gnd damon,trotacl
""'- NIotIons 1Id1...

J-----------..

}o~-::::>..o-..o..o..o..o..o..o..o..o..O'I:

SUti.tcts. Free Qetail.s-a~iCatioD.

EMPLOYMEN1
WANTED

PEORIA (AP) - A federal
judge has issued. a nationwi~e
ban 0'1 un~uthonzed. souvenir
merct.'1ndlse featuTlng rock
star Rooc-rt Plant, saying the
sale of imitations amounts to
illegal com~tition.
"The unauthorized mert~::'b~~Yit~~~gs~.~egW:w~ef~ chandise is clearly inferior. The
Center, 529-33:· _ _ _ B1803J20 authorized shirt is clearly
superior," U.S. District Judge
Michael Mihm said Tuesdav
during a hearing on extending
and expanding a n earlier,
temporary ban that applied to
Peoria and Chicago only.
Mihm noted the • 'color
penetration" of an authorized T·
shirt sold at Plant"s Peoria
concert last week was superior
to that of a bootleg shu·t, one of
72 confiscat<!d by federal
marshals during the August 26
NIWMA
concert at the Peoria Civic
Center.
LOYOLA
Because of the qlllllity and the
Credit Courses
methods used to sell the items,
Ethla
the bootleggers are engaged in
Utu'ln'
illegal and unfair competition,
Theology
the judge said
Scripture
Mihm agreed with mer·
Spirituality
chandisers and their attorneys
that
the impact of poor quality
Course Descriptions
bootleg items "is a nP.gative
atoll
reaction to the performer that
ReligiOUS Centers
constitutes irreparable hann."
nGlSTU'1ON
Plant played Peoria and
Now til Sept. 16
Chicago concerts with a temat the
porary ban on saie or possession
NEWMAN CINTfR
of unauthorized T-shirts, I
posters and souven!t'S bearing
529-3311
the former Led Zeppelin lead
715 S. Washington
singer's name or likeness.
The nationwide ban, which
-allows seizure of fake
AUCTIONS & SALES . also
merchandise, runs until Oct. 1,
SPACES AVAILABLE $8 at 1954 and covers all unauthorized
in the vicinity 0 1 the
t~k~~:u~Y~~ ~o~~c~o~fa sales
arenas at Plant's concerts.
Sept. 10, 9am-Spm. 457-8172.
'
''The temporary restrl.'ining
2210K12
YARD SALE. BOOKS, skates, order already had a dramatic
clothing, miscellaneous stuff! Sat. effect with the Plant concert
.~lee~1:00. 510 N. AIlY~k~g tour," Timothy L. Bertschy,
local attorney for Concert
INFANT CE!IITER YARD sale. Publishing, said after the
September 2 a. 3. Corner of North hearing.
"It discouraged bootleggers :
:'~f~~nn~s.& Marion. ~t&~
entirely in Chicago. There was
no
bootlegging in Chicago
FREEBIES
'
because of it."
FREE PUPPIES. CALL 54!Hi071.
Zalon said he also sent letters
about the ban to a list of about
250 known bootleggers after
RIDERS WANTEO
, • THE STUDENT TR~NSrr" _'dihm's temporary ban.
Ticket Sales Outlet is located at 715
If a. person buys an
S. University on ' • The Island" unauthonzed shIrt that falls
open Tues.~ed., and Thurs., apart, then he probably will
10;3Oam~12:v_{(]m and from 3~m- blame the singer whose likerll'''''
~t1'.' Fnday O.3Oam-1:30P
or name is on the clothing
2
CARBONDAU; TO ST. Louis rather than the bootlt::gg er w~o
$18.25; Carbo~ale to Springfreld.- - sold. the. me~c.handlse, said ..
IL $18.10; Carbondale to ctucago
Mark O. Stamback, of Mon$3l.70;.
Carbondale
to treal" Car.ada, manager of
Bloommgton . IL $25.OV; Car- merchandising for Concert
~;~:l:. to Indlanapolis, IN2~i Publishing during the Plant
RIDE ,. THE STUDENT Tran- to,;!;r.
..
sit" to Chicago & Suburbs Runs
It leaves the m.presslOn that
ev~ry weekeoo. Just 5'" hoUrs to
the artist doesn't care. If the
~~~~~l~~. D1:~~e~~d~~~J~ shirt .falls apart, the artist is
Monday>. $4~.75 roundtrip. Ticket perceIved ... to ha,~e tak~n the
:I~~ ~~~tl~c¥'~ ~l~.versity :f~ey and run, Stamback

'r:isJil2

~I~l;e~es?rVae{.J~~a~lfxf.~~M~~~
~,¥~.on~~l:/o ~~~r:;ti~~I~~r

Technical Careers, Southern
Dlinois University, 908 S?Uth Wall,
G'lrbondale, !L , 62901, DO later
than September Ii, 1963.
2211ClO

Minimum quoI~: Maa",,·.
...... or equivalent ~t .xperl.nc.. MUll b. curr.ntly

457-7~.

interesteCf in filling anv of the
above r,ositions. Experie~ce in
technkal
or
educational
specialties identWe!l above

and procedu...: keeping _ _ t aI
_
and propoMd regulotlona. COM
law. and ather information ..Ja_
to AA1EEO regulation.: Informing

ANNOUNCEMENTS--

MEET THE CATHOLIC Ct.-~-basic information for pt>I"<;{lDS~~
may wisb to ('onsider becoming
Catholic. ~ptember 8, 7:30 p.m.
Newman Center, 529-331J.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~Bl802J14
BECOMING CATHOLIC: A Faith

--~

~{f?t?o::::~~~t~r~~~d~'
C-.ll 529-18111.
1965ElO

~~theSf=~'ir';n~ I:.~
rJfo~
=~~~~~ ~~ 6fs~~tatro~~,t:~~ume;~~:~~!
proJects. etc., (IBM electronic
in Teconical and Vocational

Teacher Education to se.ve as
Team Leader; th,·e<. Technical

Bootleg souvenirs
.banned by J'udge

t

Eql.;aJ Opporflmity Emp--B~ ;

I

FEMAl.E DANCERS. $5.00 per
bo.'!.:.~!!£f]_1n ~n at CMlet In
~":~~. For

~~r!fFs~ ~1~~nJ::~W:d. ~~er~
evenlllgs.

~~:uaJ~:!t:::!i ~~~~
~~,n~~~f~ ~~~

and treatment ex·
penence required. Send rer:ume Ily
9-16-83 to JCCMHC, 104 E.
College, Carboodale. IL ~l.
________
Bl872Cll

:~rro, II..

NEED VISA? MASTERCARD?
Everyont' eligible. Fees and

;~ef~i~ict~ LiT~~inu~xpe:~~~i~

Duties include ~ising staff 01
seven, securing fundinl grants,

¥l~~~Ikr. GfuU ~e 0S't
Joseph Memorial HOIP)tal,

M~&~~~!Ia~~v_~~a~~~.

Alcohol Treatment Service>, 604 E.
College, Carbonoale. IL. 62901.
B2208Cl3
' , CARBONDALE,
ILLINOISPLANNER with established
~i~~~:1 sg~f:~~~nar::c6'eafig
llanning and-or
manpower
,.rograms. B. S.
degree in
Planning, community development

~:S:r~1n! ~iflr~lo~~r.W'o
mvestment.l-~7224or431-2425.

ALTERAT!ONS.
seamstress.
Best
East Wainut (behind

HORSEBACK R~DING! TRAILS!
Lessons! OvermRht rides' Pony

~;~~n'spames! Hoo~'&i

INfORMAnONAL
MEETING
SEPT. 2 fRIDAY

bondale.

r Sailhoarding classes offered at lake

ARE YOUR GARDENS DRIED UP?
OUR'S HAVEN'T!!

By Daryl Van Schouwen

starr Writer

Bv
purchasing
three
sailhoards for use on Campus
Lake. the Office of Intramural·
Recreational
Sports
is
providing SIU·C students.
faculty and staff with an op·
portunity
to
exp~rience
sailboarding. a water sport that
IS
becoming increasingly
popular in the United States.
Sailboarding clinics are bewg
conducted at the Campl..s Lake
boat dock through Oct. 15. from
10 a.m. to noon Fridays an~
Saturdays and from 3·5 p.m.
Tuesdays. Thursdays and
Fridays.
"We're here to offer a new
experience," said Robin Lore.
head of the aquatics activities
offered by the Recreational
Sports office. "The Campus
Lake has a lot of potential for
new uses, and sailboarding is
the beginning of new things we
hope to offer at the lake."
A sailboard looks like a
surfboard with a ma!>t and sail
attached to it. According to
Lore, they can be operated by
anyone, regardless of size or

~~~~gt!;;,~ P:~S~:->a~d~!qu:o~~
trolled by using body weight,
Lore said, so lack of muscle
would not be a detriment to an
aspiring sailboarder.
"It's really an exciting
sport," said Mike Deterding,
one of five instructors who will
be conducting the clinics at the
boat dock. "You as an individual become part of the rig,
and as your technique improves
it becomes more enjoyabfe. And
the thing that's nice about the
sport is that anyone can do it, no
matter how old you are or how
strong you are .
.. Actually, some of the best
'sailors' are women. Technique

fARMERS MARKET
Of CARBONDALE

FRIDAY AT

-

C~~·C~~~

-~~~=~'~-:~ ~;~

.~

Staff Photo by David MCChesney

Sandy Paukstys demonstrates saUboanliDg at Campus Lake. She
will be an iDstructor for classes for the sport this faD.

is what counts, and as that
improves le~s strength is
needed. Like any sport, though,
strength can work to an advantage."
Lore said sailboarding
originated in Europe. It first
surfaced in the United States on
the shores of California and has
found its way to other parts of
the country, including Southern
Illinois.
"It's becoming very popular
here," Lore said. "On any given
Saturday or Sunday you might
see as many as ten sallbcards
out on Crab Orchard Lake ..
Deterding, who has given
lessons at Crab Orchard Lake,

said the wind conditions are
more conducive to sailboarding
there than they are at the
Campus Lake, but Campus
Lake will serve the purpose of
introducing the sport to the 8mc community.
Anyone who wants to use the
sailboards at the Campus Lake
must attend a clinic, prove they
can swim 50 yards, tread water
for five minutes and pass a
written test that will melude
what was taught at the clinic.
Once these tests are passed, a
permission card will be issued.
The card aUows use of the
sailboards any time they are
available and are good for one
year. The rental fee is 50 cents.

DOORS OPEN AT 8:00
INTHE

GREAT SHAPES
fiTNESS CENTER
Rt. 51·Sootb-529-4404

··SHAPE YOUR BODY.
RESHAPE YOUR LIfE"
e HOIH'bI Aerobk da.Mae Kntl

e B_ SbutU e TannInIlootIIe s.una
e .IIcuzzIe 0IDce McMmente c:.Ed AerobIcI

M_Mrs ..I" Avalilltle:
AIIIIUII. s.m-AnnoaI.
Guanm.. Montlll1'

Bud or
Bud Light

11
. \\~

smDENT RATE-SZJ.50 pcr montll

'1,\ _: "-

.:ooam-':oopm
EXCLUSIVELV DESIGNED FOR WOMENI

m GOJ.D IIIR.....-_____..,.

1.1"

$1.49

HOLLAND BEER

~ lightorDork
WALKER'S
~ Vodka

bottles

I<!O

GORDON1S

'5 14
'11 28

~
[1

; ')

GIN
750ml

1.15l

'4.4
'10 59 •

CONCANNON

750ml

1.75'

1

';3

89
750 ml

T-Shirt
Only
'3.50

FREE
DELIVERY
529·4130
611 S. illinois

'358
'7

CARLO ROSSI4L

LIVERMORE RIE5UNG

5 VARITIES

,-~. ~:~E:E
4

...11" ........

·UI

·3~Pa~

•

12Pak
cans

~

Grab A

"Goldmin~

54

JIM BEAM

PIIU

Single lng:re(Jlierltll
Slice
&
Drink

.'

Ii

79

1.00

~~$31

SHOP SMART AT .....

EASTGATE
liQUOR MART
Wall & Walnut
CARBONDALE
549·5202

ABC

l.IQUOR MART
109 N. Washington
CARBONDALE
457·2721

AD GOOD THRU LABOR DAY

FOOTBALL from Page 24
"He's an excellent hitter and
plays with great enthusiasm,"
Dempsey said. "He's one of our
best tacklers as far as hitting
you hard and being sure."
Ron Miller won the kicking
job, vacated when Allen Leslie
graduated.
"We have to try to give him a
lot of of confidence and show
him that we believe in him,"
Dempsey said.
Drew Morrison, originally
recruited as a tight end, wound
up being the team's punter.
"At this point, Drew has a
better hang-time and also has a
little more distance than Frank
(Pasquino)," Dempsey said.
Pasquino averaged 35.9 yards
per punt in five games last year.
Even though Western's
returning quarterback Brad
Blakely's sore ribs are healed,
. that doesn't mean the
Leathernecks won't be hurting.
Western has just five
returning starters from last
year's 2-8 squad.
Last year, Blakely completed
63 of 130 passes for 762 yards,
two touchdowns and 10 interceptions.
Mark Bloom put up a battle in
practice for the starting job, but
lost.
"We feel pretty good about
our two quarterbacks, yet we do
have one definite starter," said
first-year Coach Bruce Craddock.
Both of Craddock's running
backs are new, with fullback
Nate Williams a juco transfer
and tailback Kevin Perkins a
~:Jnverted defensive back.

;J!:I/coma S~~IJ~f~r

An;:, com;~tar

IOUt......n .........Q ,

....

Pizza.innl,

former SIU-C players Sonya
Locke, Bonnie Norrenberns,
Barb Clark, Robin Deterding,
Fay Chae, Dinah Devers, Sandy
Witherspoon and !l.larie Balian!
squaring of! against Hunter's

gr~~fiard was inducted into the
Hall of Fame last year and
olayed at SlU-C in the early
'70s. She'll serve as playercoach, along with Deterding,
who was named All-State in '78
and '79. Devers and Chae also
played in the late '70s.
Sunday's match against
Wisconsin kicks cff at 2 p.m.
and is Fan Photo and Autograph
Day. f::hildren under 12 accom~anied by an adult will be
admItted free and will receive a
complimentary program and
team picture, courtesy of Flash
Foto.
Regular admission is $2.50 for
adults, $2 for 12 and under, and
$1 fo!' SlU-C students with
student IDs.

WCIL-FM

comes You

To the

RAMADA INN'S

For pizza out it's Pizza Imi:

riiiipiiZ~-l"70o,~~o~AO;'~
I Buy any Original Thin Crust or I Buy an~ Ongmal !hm Crust or I
I

I

I

I

Deep Dish Pan pizza and get the
next smaller same style pizza with
equal number of toppings, Free.
Present this coupon with
guest check. Not valid
DE
ith any other coffer.
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Expiration: 911c/~=lnn.i.,
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WOMEN. YOU'RE EQUAL
IN THE AIR FORCE.
Wanom s:art out on the same footing as men
Force ROTC. Women wear the same

In AIr

insignia and

h9Id the same cadet positions In

AFROTC, ;U~t as they do late: on as AIr
Force officers.
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(From the Modeling Conpsiracy)
Listen to WCIL·FM Sot. Morning 7a.m. to lOa.m.,
for the sounds oftha sixties. Relive the 60's at the
Oasis Lounge Fri. & So~. Nites. 60's Music, Drink
Specials, Hula i-Ioop, Twist, Trivia & Limbo Contests.
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SUN·THURS 11:au am· 12:00 am
F.I~A Y-SAT 11:00 am • -;:00 am
1013 E. Main Street 457-3358
1018 locust St.lMurpltysboro 687·3414
1520 S. Pork Ave.lHerrin 942·3124
Westmore Plaza/Marion 997-5441
705 W. MainlWest Frankfort 932-3173
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LIVE GO GO Dancers

Deep DIsh Pan PIZZa, and get
$3.0,0 off a large, $2.00 o~ a
edJUm or $1.0? of a small .slze
pIZZa. Present thiS c~upon With
guest check. Not vahd DE _
with, any other offer.
1!2P~ ~
Expiration: 9/16183 Plzz.a.inn.i.
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SPIKERS from Page 24
surgery and we'll have to start a
freshman as our center at·
tacker. The setter we'll be using
has only been setting since
February and is very inexperienced.
"We'll stili he competiti' e,
~hough. Southern lost So.lya
Locke, and it's awfully hard to
fill a hole that big, especially
leadership-wise. In the open
season I saw the group from
Southern playing, and they
were competitive even with the
young players.
.."It'll be close. but I feel like
we can give them a good
match."
Wisconsin's starting lineup
will be comprised of three
returning starters and three
freshmen, a pretty good matchup with SIU-C's slate.
The Salukis will tune up for
Wisconsin with an alumni
match Friday night at 7:30 at
Davies. That contest won't be a
casual warm-up, either, with

Printing Plant

"Both are untested at varsity week after wee.1t there are
-whllC-yOU-W8/'-3tHVl~Dempr.C!y
said.
competition," said Craddock, upsets,"
• Piain white paper
who compiled a 24-19 record ill . "Watching the techniques of his
• ThesIs CopIes - on
copies - other paper
four years at Northeast ~ple showed he did do a good
rag content paper·
at additional charge.
Missouri State, including a 15-6 Job coachin~.
6tovernight service
record the last two years. "I
• Ali sales tax
J • Multi-page originals
"He's (Craddock) a guy who
included in above
really don't know how well
=~-....:-...,
must leed In
prices.
gets a lot out of his players. You
they're going to be."
documentleeder.
529-3115
Split end Mark Searcy caught can tell that from what his
606 S. Illinois
four passes last year, while f~:!.~~s do. They play loo.o;p :>rId
Carbondi1lr
flanker Bobby Smith caught
eight.
Western has only guard Rick
Roscetti returning from last
year's offensive line.
Only three defensive starters
return. Jeff Pattersen, who
played the second half of last
. .
NEEDS ••••
season, will stait at right
tackle.
PRINTERS
ACCESSORIES
COMPUTERS
Linebal.:ters Jeff Stauffer and
Thomas Morgan are the other
Modems
two returners. Stauffer and
Dot Matrix
Franklin
Di~kettes
Morgan were beaten out, but
letter Quality
Paper
NEe
Ribbons
are starting due to injuries.
The secondary is brand new
CORONA
with only defensive back Ken
* * *Look for the opening of Our Second Store * *
Brown returning, but he is injured also.
In the University Mall
Craddock said he is trying to
turn
Western's program
u.s. 51 South
#
around, like he did at Northeast
~29·5000
Carbondale
.......
~
I.W
Missouri State.
"Wf~ went virtually with
freshmen this year," Craddock
said. "We've got a long way to
go. I think we'll be a lot better at
the end of the year."
Dempsey, though, is not
bragging about coming back
with a victory, but instead
worrying about trying to avoid
and SIU want to start your new semester right.
an "ambush."
"We always respect the opJust
clip out these great money saving coupons &
ponent no matter who it is or
what they have done, because
a hearty, welcome-back feast.

4 uto races start
at state fair Sunday

~

By Joe Pascht"D
Writer
The top auto racing stars
from the midwest will be among
the large field participating th:;;
week~nd in the United States
Auto Club and Automobile
Racing Club of America sanctioned stock and dirt car r;!ces
at the Du Quoin State
Fairgrounds track.
Sunday afternoon, a field of 24
qualifiers will compete in the
lOO-mile USAC-ARCA cosanctioned late model stock car
rAce. Monday afternoon, the
dirt cars take to the track for
the lOO-mile Gold-5i1ver Crown
Championship.
Saturday's late model stock
event will bring in such
established stars as defending
champion Rick O'Brien of East
Peoria, Ill., 1983 stock car
champion Dean Roper of Fair
Grove, Mo., ARCA point leaders
Bill Venturi and Bob Dotter,
both of Chicago, as well as top
veteran competitors Ramo
Stott, Joe Wallace, Bob Brevak
and Kenny Schrader.
~Laff

O'Brien will be back to defend
his title at Du Quoin in the Buick
Regal with which he averaged
82.305 mph last September His
biggest challenge will come
from Roper. The gray-baired
veteran has lost only one race
this year and is familiar with
being the first to roar across the
Du Quoin finish line. He won the
trophy for the second straight
year in the June 25 USAC
National Stock Car Championshh at Du Quoin.

HOCKEY from Page 24
think Sandy has ell.rned the
honor of starting the (jrst game
based on her improvement over
last year and also her improvement this summer from
(the
Olympic
going
to
Developmc"!t) camp.
"It's not that I'm down on
Cuoch, but I just think that
mentally and confidence-wise
Sandy needs to know that I have
faith in her to do it."
Returning to play defense in
front of Wasfey and Cuocci are
left fullback Dore Weil, team
captain, and right fullback
Nancy ~cAuley.
Weil, a senior, played about
haH of each game as a freshman and has started the last
two years along with McAuley,
a junior.
The squad's midfield could
pose some problems for DIner
as she lost all-conference
selections Barb Smith, Barb
Donohue and Cindy Clausen to
graduation, while Linda Brown
is academically ineligible.
The four new midfield starters will be led by senior
Jeanine Janos at right halfback
and freshman Mindy Thorne,
left halfback.
"I feel that our halfbacks are
very stron~. 1 have really been
pleased With Jeanine's play,"
Illner said. "Mindy has been a
real plus bec~use we saw her
play last year in a hi~ school
tournament and she didn't play
as well as she did in practice.
Mindy has been a real bonus
and kind of a surprise to me."
Playing right link will be
senior Terry Draffkorn, who
scorerl nine goals last year,
mostly
as
a
forward.

Roper will have his Pontiac
Grand Prix with him in an attempt to break the ll-year old
track qualifying record of 9U.B74
set by Jack Browsher in 1972.
Qualifying for the stock cars
begins at I: 15 p.m. Sunday and
the lOO-mile race starts at 2:30.
_Practice for the dirt cars
opens at 10:30 Monday morning
with quali!ying at 11: 15.
Twelve-lap qualifying races
start at 1 p.m. and 1:30, and the
lOO-mile race begins at 2:30.

;C:Chori::~r?e:~i~tBeth Meehan
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Free Lunch Deliveries

"I I were an opposing coach,
I would play the ball down the
middle," Illner said. "When
they (the opposition) get the
ball out of the circle, that is
where I would start it because I
:'~.iS where we ant weak
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~
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"I think the weakness is that
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by returning
starting
forwards
Sharon
Leidy
and Jennifer
Bartley. Last year at left wi~
Leid~ scored seven goals, while
at nght wing Bartley scored
thr~rtJey, who is ill, might be
replaced by sophomore Cindy
Delfino.
Sophomore Patty Lauer
being counted on to pick up
some of the scoring at left inner
that was lost when Ellen
Massey, second on the all-time
SiU-C
goals-scored
list,
graduated.
Kathy Crowley is expected to
add some scoring to the right
inner position where sm-c has
been weak in recent years.

,..", M""'••••••• :~••• .85.

jn SIU Employees Credit Union.
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th~t:~~:n:al~~l:h'~ headed

'" don't feel S1. Louis is as
strong a w.am as some of the
other teams we're going to see
next weekend," said 11Iner, "I
think we can get around their
defense. They are not as quick
as we are."
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Salukis open season at Western again I
By Jim Leu _
Starr Writer
For the 13th consecutive
season, the SIU-C Salukis will
open their football season on the
road.
This year's opener against the
W~te", !!Iinois Leathernecks
will be a rematch of last yel\r's
first game, when the SaJukis
won handily in a 38-7 game. SIUC and Western have played 28
times, with the Salukis leading
16-8-4.

This year's SJU-C squad has
15 returning starters, including
seven on offense.
Rick Johnson, who completed
182 passes Ollt of 348 attempts
for 2,119 yards, 10 touchdowns
and 20 interceptions, returns at
quarterback for his final season
with the Salukis. Last year, the
Salulds trailed 7-3 against
Western before Johnson threw
two touchdowns to give SIU-C a
17·7 halftime lead.
Saluki Coach Rey Dem~y
likes not only Johnson's ability,
but also his attitude.
"He'll do anything to improve
himself and improve the team, "
said Dempsey, who owns a 41-36

record in seven years at SJU-C.
"I'm glad he's on our side
because he's a winner."
Returning for the SaJultis'
grouf.d game is starting
fullback Corky Fields and
tailbacks Tony Anderson and
Derric': Taylor. Last year,
Field.c ~aine.! 3!11 yards as he
avp~aged 5.4 yards per carry.
Anderson, who along with
Taylor combined for 632 yards
and seven touchdowns, will get
the start, Dempsey said,
because "injury-wise and painwise Tony is more sound."
Cecil Ratliff, who averolged
14.0 yards per catch on five
receptions last year, will start
along with James SteveJJ8Ol!tJ
transfer from Pasadena ~
College.
Ton) Adams (eight receptions for 152 yards last year),
and Javell Heggs (13 receptions
for IPl yards) will be the mllin
backups.
Dempsey will start Carey
Shephard at tight end, while
also using backups Richard
Blackmon and Mike O'Day.
Blackmon
is
pressing
Shephard for the starting spot,
Dempsey said, while O'Day is

WOO to air games
All Saluki football games will
be broadcast live by WINI, 1420
AM, for the eighth consecutive
year.
Dale Adkins will handle the
play-by-play. No specific announcer will handle the color

g'illa~t~fK' d!lt~~~~ opo~~
games.
WINI will have a pregame
show starting 15 minutes before
each game
described as being able to get
the job done.
The strong side of the oifensive line returns intact with
6-loot·7, 255-pound tackle Brad
Pilgard; 6-foot-5, 260-pound
guard John Heitbrink and 6foot-3, 250-pound center Tom
Baugh.
"I like that part of the line,"
Defllpsey said. "They make a
good team side-by-side."
Starting on the quick side will
be 6-foot-l, 240-pound glliird Tim
Redm{)nd, who started part of
the 1982 season, and 6-ioot, 240.pound tackle John Cook.

"The thirlg that 1 like about
Tim Redmond is that he went
home and really worked hard
this summer," Dempsey said.
"He's more do::dicated to
football."
"John has lots of guts,"
~f~:::S:~y said. "He's )'"lot
The Salukis return eight
defensive starters from last
year's squad that led the
Missouri Valley Conference in
total defense, yielding 314.5
yards per game.
The defensive line returns
intact, led by ~foot-l0, 213,>OIind middle guard Sterling
Haywood. Ed Norman, 6-foot-2,
260 pounds, and Ken Foster, 6foot-2, 235 pounds, return as the
starting tackles.
Foster is the team's best pass
rusher, Demrr..<y said, while
Normar. is better aJl:ainst the
run tha:"l the pass.
Haywood's best assets are his
quickness !lnt! natural strength,
Dempsey said.
Last year's defer. sive ends,
John Harper (llO tackles and
seven quarterback sacks) and
John McGowan (37 tackles)
graduated.

Dan Wetzel and Mike
Braschia will try to replace the
pair. Wetzel missed last year
with an elbow injury while
Braschia transferred from Taft
Junior College.
Last year's linebackers,
Granville Butler, an all-MVC
selection with ]70 tackles, and
F'abray Collins 1103 tackles)
return to anchor that spot.
Collins, Dempsey said, has
caught up to Butler on the field
"Lots of times :n practice
when we b-y to C!valuate them
now, Fabray and Granville look
very much alike liS far as in the
things they de," Dempsey said.
The second.1ry •• Iso appt'ars
to be strong, with cornerback,
Terry Taylor (six interceptiollS
and one touchdown) and
Donnell Dani.d (fonT interceptions) and free safety
Greg Shipp returnin~.
Billy Taylor did so well in
spring practice that Dempsey
moved Shipp from his strong
safety p(""ition to allow Taylor
, to start there.
See FOOTBALL, Page 22

Spikers to be tested Sun,da)-,
but Hunter says team is ready
By Sherry Chisenhall
"iports Editor
Attitude doesn't buy much
these days, but it's about all the
;aluki volleyball team can bank
)n when they face th~ir first test
)f the season Sunday afternoon.
Coach Debbie Hunter will
:ake a young. ir,exppMen::ed
;quad into !be season open'~
Igainst
Wisconsin
this
Neekend. With a team that
lasn't really faced the pressure
)f competition together, Hunter
Nill have to place a lot of stock
n her club's winning attitude.
According to Hunter, most of
he players' rough edges have
Jeen worn, and the team is
-eady for the Badgers.
"I was so encouraged in,
Jractice yesterday (Wed·
lesday) that I was ready to play
hen," she said. "A week ago I
night have had some res~r
lations, but our progress h.'lS
Jeen great Our younger
)layers are tak;ng everything in
look, line and sinker. We're
;howing more pcise, and I th;nk
... e'll be ready."
The key to a win for SIU-C
'lmday will be passing, and
lunter said she'll be most
~oncerned with conu'olling the
nibal serve-receive pass.
"We're going to have to serve
Iggressively and handle the

Fiel~ers

mitial passes well," she said.
"We'll just have to play fundamental volleyball, without a
lot oi crossing play action like
you see with more experienced
teams."
A big trouble area for the
Salukis will be the absence of
Linda Sanders, who is probably
the strongest hitter on the team
Sanders has battled a virus
lately and Hunter said she'll sit
out the Wisconsin match to

aV~~:e~~~~~ re.!~/jstill be
three-deep on the right and left
sides and in the middle. Mary
Maxwell, Darlene Hogue and
Donna Tindall are capable of
handling left-side hitting
chores, while Marla Swoffer,
Janice Tremblay and Lisa
Cummins will see time on the
right ~ide, with Cummins also
directing the 5-1 offense as
setter.
In the middle, Chris Boyd
take on most of the blocking
duties, along with newcomers
Pat Nicholson and Patty
Niemeyer. Jill Broker, the
team's utility player, can ta('kle
any of the backcourt positions
and share a hand in setting.
Hunter said she's pleased
with the progress the team has
made in its three-week practice
period, and I .....,ks for more
improvement as the seaS01l

develops.
"By Sunday, we'll have made
as much progress as any team
could make in three weeks,"
she said. "We ha,'en't set
specific goals yet, but I'll be
pleased if we just keep improving at the rate we are."
The Wisconsin match might
prove to be more than a handfu!
for Hunter's team. The Salukis
haven't exactly cleaned up
against the Badgers in the past,
with the series record standing
at 1-5.
Hunter said her teams have
come a long way since the last
meeting d the two teams in
1981, and l~ated the match a toss
up.
"I'd give them the edge in
experience, but I'd give us the
edge in WiTlJ"llilg attitude," she
said. "The girls' adreni',lin will
be flowing, and 1'II have to use
that constructively. I think
overaU most of the girls are
expecting to win."
The Badgers 8J"en't teeming
with veterans either. and
second-year Coach Russ Carney
said he wouldn't dclre hazard a
guess to the outcome of the duel.
How does the team look in
preseason practice '?
"Young," Carney said. "We
lost our center blocker to knee
See SPIKERS, Page 22
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open with archrivals 1M softball opens. soon ,

:y steve Koalos
tudea' Writer
SJU-C's field hockey team will
ice an old nemesis when it
lkes on the University of St.
.Quis in its home opener
londay.
The rivalry bas been intense
;nce the Billikens nipped SIU-C
.1 if. tile fIfth-place game at the
lAW national tournament in
118.
Since the series between the
""0 schools began in 1975, the·
alukis havr compiled only a 4.1 record against St. Louis. The
alukis, though. are on the
[)meback trail".
After 1000ing eildlt straight
ames to the BiIlltens over a
IUI'-year period, SIU-C has won
le last three contests. inluding two last year.
Second-year St. Louis Coach

Kelly O'Conn~U, who directed
tllt" Billikens to a 13-13-4 season
last year, will try to stop the
streak.
•'Our midfield is our
strength," said O'Connell,
whose team will have played
three games before the SJU-C
contest. "The positions I feel we
are strong at are the eerterhalfback line, the wings, and the
two links. Ever~here eLw we
will start freshmen and
sophomores. We are inexperienced and lack depth."
The Billikens return two
forwards from iast year's squad
in right w'.ug Beth Winter (nine
goals and 13 assists) and left
wing Kelly Wheat (four goals
ano 10 assists}.
Joining Winter ar.d Wheat on
the front line will be left inner
Kim Jedlicki, filling in for the
injured Julie Ehrhart, and right

ap M, Daily EgyJJtiaD. September 2, 19II3

inner Karen Kirk. The fivp.player midfield will he Jed by
returning starter Sandy AtreJ!.,
who scored seven goals and four
assists last yf'ar. Aden will play
center-halfback. Meghan
McGlynn will start at left link
and Jane Lynch will play right
link. The left halfback will be
Andrea Mullinba~h while
Denise Blasingame will play
right halfback.
SIU-C (;oach Jult,e Illner's
squad will be led by its defense.
Goalies Lisa Cuocci and
Sandv Wasley last year combin;;J for a 0.8 goals-against
average as the team finished 205. Wasfey will start.
"I really plan to platoon them
quite a bit,' said Illner, who will
be starting ber 15th season at
SJU-C wit:., a 189-71-32 reeord. "I
See HOCKEY, Page Z3 .

By Daryl VaD Sebouwea
Staff Writer

~ill

Each 'eam
play a five- \
game regular season schedule
that should he completed by
The sound of softballs popping Sept. 21, according to ininto the ole' ball glove c~n b€ tramural sports Coordinator
heard on campus Sept. 6 as the J;;yce Craven. Thri!e wins in
first of 157 12-inch softball teams regular season p1~JY wUl qualify
take the field on opening day of a team for playoff action
the fall intramur'll softball beginning Sept. 24.
gea<lon.
Nobody will be permitted to
The 157 teams, a drop of 23 participate in the games
from last fall, are divided into without having a current SIU-C
men's,
women's,
co- 10, Student Recreation Center
recreational and frater',lity use pass, or event entry card at
diy;sions. There are six teams each game, according to
in the new frat division. The Craven. This is a new policy,
men's A division .has 11 teams adopted to prevent team:! from
and the B division is made up of using iDt'ligible players, Craven
95 squads. The co-rec league said. A second new policy
has 41 tel:'llS participating, four perm;ts teamj; to add new
in the A division and 37 in the B play~rs to their rooters at the
division. Four teams wiH site of the game. This also
com~ete in the women's requires presentation of a
divisIOn.
student 10.

